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Agenda

Saturday 23 February
— Renewal: the world economy, the left and the war 

[not for voting; see appendices]
— The war: Against the war, against the Taliban

— No Sweat and youth work

— Labour movement

— Fraction meetings

Sunday 24 February
— Publications
— Election of National Committee, Disputes Committee

and Standing Orders Committee for next conference

— Socialist Alliance

— Students

— International work

— Renewal: assessing ourselves, renewing ourselves, 
re-registration

Report compiled by Vicki Morris

Resolutions passed
Resolution 1/1: 

Against the war, against 
the Taliban
From outgoing EC

WE argued for an internationalist working-class and democrat-
ic stance, which meant opposition to both the US-led war
(designed to secure revenge and to forestall a larger threat by
jihadi-fundamentalism to the security of world oil supplies)*
and to the ultra-reactionaries of the Taliban and Al-Qaeda. We
said candidly, after the fall of Kabul, that the outcome of the
US-led war in Afghanistan was better than the old state of
affairs, with Taliban rule. But that calculation after the event
did not lead us to think that we should have been “optimistic”
on behalf of the US-led war in advance, or given it credit as a
way acceptable to us for achieving the desirable outcome of
overthrowing the Taliban.

Resolution from September NC
1. We condemn the attack, absolutely and without equivoca-

tion.
2. The organisers of the attack are not in our camp. They

represent ultra-reactionary politics and social forces.
3. We oppose the Islamic-fundamentalist programme of

destroying Israel, destroying the US because it supports Israel,
and thus seeing all Israeli Jews and Americans as legitimate
targets. We support two states for two nations in Israel-
Palestine, i.e., immediately, Israeli military withdrawal from
the occupied territories and self-determination for the
Palestinians in an independent state alongside Israel.

4. We oppose any US attempt to make retaliation or retribu-
tion by way of military attacks on the people of other coun-
tries.

5. We oppose limitations on civil rights. They will hamper
the labour movement more than they will prevent further such
attacks.

6. We denounce all xenophobic reactions placing blame on
all Muslims, or all Arabs. We continue to fight for refugee
rights.

7. We fight to remake the world on the socialist basis of sol-
idarity, democracy and equality, in place of the vicious world
system which threw up this barbarism.

* Passage in italics is affected by amendment

Amendment 1/1: 

The character of the war

From BR

TO Resolution 1. Remove phrase in brackets in first sentence
(‘designed to secure revenge’) and add at end of first sentence:

‘The character of the war was not an attempt to impose
direct US / UK control of Afghanistan and accordingly the war
did not have the character of a war for the national liberation
or self-determination of Afghanistan. It was not a direct conse-
quence of economic interests of imperialism in Central Asia
(e.g., oil pipelines through Afghanistan). However, despite
large elements of revenge and a desire to protect the USA’s
international prestige after September 11th, it was also not
merely a police action aimed at bringing to book those respon-
sible for the attacks on the US.

‘Rather the war was intended to remove a source of instabil-
ity and insecurity in the world political system which might in
the longer run have had posed a threat to the economic and
political interests of the major capitalist powers (e.g., the
threat by jihadi-fundamentalism to the security of world oil
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supplies and to regimes close to the US such as Saudi Arabia
and Pakistan). Thus we now face the extension of the war to
other so-called ‘rogue states’ such as Iraq which pose a similar
threat to the stability of the region despite their having no
direct responsibility for September 11th.’

Amendment 1/2: 

In the event of wars of conquest…

From BR

ADD after amendment 1:
‘While imperialism today does not generally require direct

territorial control to ensure its dominance, wars for national
independence and against foreign conquest remain a possibili-
ty. In the event of such a war (e.g., in the event of the US
being forced to garrison Saudi Arabia to protect oil supplies)
our position would be to fight for:

‘(1) The right to self-determination, i.e., the right for a peo-
ple to decide its future independent of foreign political control;

‘(2) Foreign troops out.’

Resolution 2: 

No Sweat
From outgoing NC

THE intention is that the whole group turn itself round this
project. It is not a project simply for younger members of the
group. In fact, some of the most important aspects of this
work—possibilities such as the unionisation drive in the East
End with the GMB London, unionisation drive around Canary
Wharf with the T&G—have little, directly and necessarily, to
do with youth.

The project has the possibility of uniting all our members
around a series of practical initiatives of direct action and soli-
darity.

It can unite trade unionists with single issue campaigners
from the colleges and semi-anarchist anti-capitalist youth. By
doing so it could play an important part in educating youth in
the centrality of the labour movement and working class for a
serious; and, on the other hand, bring some of the anti-capital-
ist movement’s energy, spirit and new ideas into the left and
labour movement.

And it is a project which can be carried out by a single indi-
vidual AWL member, or sympathetic activist, on their own in
an area—no matter what age and no matter if they are working
and in a union, or at college or school.

The work can be carried out in the unions (advocating the
union labour kite mark, raising funds for Indonesian workers),
on the streets (pickets, street meetings, protests), by local com-
mittees (using films to hold meetings, organising benefits), in
student unions (organising solidarity with particular groups of
strikers, working with other union societies and giving our
emphasis to existing campaigns, putting on benefit events with
comedians or bands), on anti-capitalist protests (with our own
slogans and banners, petitions and leaflets), through existing
groups (e.g., local Amnesty groups taking speakers on
Indonesia), by individuals (e.g., letter writing to papers; inter-
vention on web site debates), at fetes and fairs (by running
stalls, collecting money), at gigs and festivals (by raising
money through bar work and leafleting and petitioning), by
broad labour movement bodies (Trades Councils and local
unions running sweatshop unionisation drives locally) in ‘big’
political arenas (e.g., in globalisation debates where the exam-
ple of No Sweat provides a concrete example of what we’re
talking about—and which allows us to say we’re ‘doing some-
thing’, not simply talking).

There’s lots of possibilities—all that’s required is a willing-
ness and a bit of hard work and imagination and a careful
attempt to listen to the new ideas being raised by those we
draw into activity around us.

And, importantly, if this work is carried out, it will provide
a substantial basis for the creation of a viable AWL youth
group. This is the type of work which, if done right (meaning
not just mechanically, but enthusiastically, with drive), will
automatically bring all comrades into contact with radical
youth. It will be a way for branches even without youth mem-
bers to recruit youth and re-new our organisation.

The underlying focus—an orientation to the workers and
working class concerns and self-activity across the globe—
will have an educative aspect for all those involved.

What’s practically, minimally, being asked is:
0. It is agreed that every member will find a way to engage

and participate in this project.
1. That a local No Sweat committee be set up locally. That

one person from our group be responsible for co-ordinating the
work, encouraging non-members to get involved and take
responsibility.

As much responsibility as is possible should be hived off to
others, we should be careful not to substitute too much for any
work but allow it to flower and—to some degree—to go its
own way.

Probably, as importantly, the project must be approached
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with energy. It will require a bit of inventiveness, or protests
will become boring and narrow down to a paper sale with a No
Sweat petition which simply happens to be outside Gap or
Disney.

2. That fractions discuss—and implement—No Sweat work
in their area (e.g., union fractions, students).

Youth work

WHILE it may be necessary to produce Bolshy using older,
central organisers for a period, the perspective should be to
move towards a situation where new, genuine youth cadre,
take the responsibility for the production and editorial work.

It is important that Bolshymaintains a certain political level.
Its aim is to educate and allow youth some political space to
develop—to debate and write.

Bolshy should soon move from being a literary exercise to
being a youth organisation with a paper.

The prerequisites for this is: proper implementation of the
resolution on No Sweat; the active participation of our student
members.

Conference endorses the NC’s decision that Bolshybe pro-
duced every two months, with the intention of bring it out
monthly as soon as is practical and possible.

The web site should be re-organised and updated regularly.

Resolution 3: 

Labour movement
From outgoing NC

THE situation in the unions is fluid. In no way could we yet
say there is any sort of general revival of the movement, but
there are currently real possibilities for major action—and for
victories. The disputes are also posing very concretely the
question of the political funds. What will happen is unclear:
the disputes that are running now or coming up could explode
or be killed stonedead by the bureaucracy or a lack of will to
fight among members. Neither is inevitable.

There are currently big openings for us and the left general-
ly to intervene into this situation with clear ideas on how to
win. This has to be done on a bigger scale and with more
vigour than we have done so far.

A few swallows do not make a summer but there is some
hard evidence of a sea-change, and the left are not the only
people saying this. As Blair’s rhetoric at Labour’s Spring
Conference (denouncing the unions as “wreckers”), and the
witch-hunting of left trade unionists and strikers in the bour-
geois media, show, there is a real fear within Westminster and
the boardrooms of a return of industrial militancy. The idea of
more left wingers being elected to high union office is obvi-
ously a real worry for them, too, and New Labour and the
TUC have thrown a lot of resources into helping the right
wing candidate in the RMT elections.

Left candidates who say they will lead a fight for members’
interests have been elected in a number of unions—PCS and
NUJ and, with all the relevant reservations about Billy Hayes,
CWU. There is no direct correlation between voting for some-
one who wants to fight (or says they want to fight) and actual-
ly fighting, but nonetheless this is clearly very positive.

Is there a “move to the left” in the unions? Certainly there is
among the activists, as shown at last year’s union conferences,
which were the stroppiest since Labour came to power.

More broadly, the layer of people who are still “giving
Labour time” is now very thin wholesale privatisation in
health and education being the crunch and public criticism is
growing from “middle of the road” trade unionists: both indus-
trially and politically this creates a vacuum that the left must
fill; otherwise, inactivity and a turn away from politics alto-
gether could be the result.

Against the openings now developing, we have to put
numerous less progressive moves the continued domination of
the partnership agenda, the merger of MSF and the AEEU to
form the huge, right-wing Amicus… Where the left won con-
ference policy last year for example, in Unison for a public
services demonstration the leaderships have largely got away
with ignoring it.

As the election of Mark Serwotka showed where a rank and
file member, a branch secretary, trounced the bureaucracy’s
Blairite candidate if the left seriously addresses union mem-
bers on the issues that effect them day to day, and offer a posi-
tive strategy on how to fight, we can win a majority. As an
organisation, we should take the credit that is due for being the
main architects of this strategy in the PCS election (which
yielded a very good result in the recent CWU Senior Deputy
General Secretary election, also, where Maria Exall polled a
third of the vote). If the SWP had won the day in the PCS
election they wanted an election address that talked more
about “the mood against Blair” and Genoa than pay and pri-
vatisation Mark would not have won.

Similarly, the debate on the political funds shows an
increased openness and questioning among many union mem-
bers. This is undoubtedly going to be the big issue at union
conferences this year along with privatisation and the anti-
union laws.

The EC has outlined our basic approach on the political
funds thus: “[This is a tweaked version of how the motion at
the Socialist Alliance exec would have read if we had won all
the votes on amendments. It is submitted as a draft outline
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position].
“We welcome the debate that is currently taking place in the

labour movement over the allocation of the political fund and
other forms of political support by unions to New Labour. We
believe that this debate is taking place because many union
members are angry at New Labour’s disenfranchisement of the
working class.

“While we are not calling for disaffiliation by unions from
the Labour Party, and we support efforts within the unions to
compel union leaders to use the remaining union representa-
tion in New Labour structures in line with union policy and
working-class interests, we support the right of unions to allo-
cate their money and support to other working-class political
parties and organisations as well. The fund and other aspects
of political support should not be automatically monopolised
by the Labour Party. This is already the position of the FBU
and is under consideration in Unison.

“A campaign broadly based on the FBU’s policy will give
rank and file trade unionists the opportunity to decide for
themselves whom they wish their union to support politically.
At the same time, we argue for the framework principle of
independent working-class political representation, and there-
fore against a pick-and-mix policy which would have unions
sponsoring Lib-Dem, SNP or similar candidates who appear to
be ‘friends of labour’.”

We frame things as a positive fight for working class repre-
sentation not a negative reaction to New Labour.

We also see our policy as one for the movement as a whole,
not just for the hard left and its periphery: it is not a matter of
“freeing up” the funds for branches here and there to back
Socialist Alliance candidates, but of the unions or sections
thereof asserting themselves politically as part of asserting
themselves generally. The unions cannot “fight politically” in
any meaningful sense without fighting in general.

A real industrial and political fight against privatisation
would obviously involve the unions using their position in the
Party to fight within the Labour structures. Most of the left
seemingly cannot see this, however: the notion of fighting in
the Labour structures is, according to one SWP CC member,
“right wing”. Another SWP CC member responded to the
FBU Executive’s recent paper on the review of its political
fund by dismissing its conclusion that the union is best off
fighting within the Labour Party and not backing independent
candidates not by pointing out that it hasn’t fought in the
Labour Party and should do so, but by dismissing the idea
altogether.

For their part, the moderate leaders of three big unions
(Prentis, Morris, Edmonds) have mostly because of kicks in
the face from above rather than pressure from below begun to
see the writing on the wall: after all, Blair has even told
Parliament that union money to Labour will “in no shape or
form affect our reform policy”. They have launched an albeit
bureaucratic public campaign on privatisation, and are making
noises about the political funds.

The GMB-TGWU-Unison campaign has amounted to little
more than a rally here and there and newspaper adverts but
even this must be contributing to building a mood for doing
something about privatisation. Again, this creates openings for
the left. The size of, for example, the fringe meetings at
Labour national and spring conferences shows what potential
there is in a serious official union campaign. The tragedy is
that they are not running a serious campaign: at neither rally
did the General Secretaries suggest people went away and did
anything.

One thing is clear: if the union leaderships do not fight pri-
vatisation they will contribute to a major erosion of the labour
movement and a major attack on the class.

The GMB has threatened to withhold in funds from the
Labour Party and spend it on its anti-privatisation campaign.
The union will back only Labour candidates in the local gov-
ernment elections who are against privatisation. In one sense,
this echoes something we are in favour of: the unions with-
holding money from the Party and fighting within its struc-
tures to stop privatisation. In fact, the GMB move is a bureau-

cratic one: they are not seeking to motivate even LP members
in a coherent campaign, let alone leading a real struggle
against privatisation in workplaces and on the streets.

We have to keep up agitation for that national fight. The aim
would be to put the trade union leaders on the spot to keep up
the pressure on democracy and accountability. But we should
also be looking at where we can influence disputes locally or,
better, run some ourselves. 

A few solid victories that could become beacons for the
numerous battles against individual hospital PFI schemes, for
example that can and should be waged up and down the coun-
try.

There are real possibilities for the left in the unions now. In
each case this is hampered by the lack of serious rank and file
organisations something that is to some extent a product of
years of retreat, but also of the failure of the left to try to
organise layers wider than itself on a class struggle basis.

The launch of Unions Fightback was intended to go in some
way to remedying this or at the very least to pointing it out!
All in all, the conference was a success. The statement got a
lot of support. But if the campaign is to become truly a serious
entity, it needs to be built around concrete struggles.

The next focus for the campaign is May Day. Mark
Serwotka has agreed, on our initiative, to speak at the tradi-
tional May Day demonstration in London (organised by
GLATUC). Unions Fightback and the AWL within it should
make this demonstration a success. May 1 falls the day before
the local government elections: the possibilities for anti-pri-
vatisation publicity are great. There is the possibility of RTS
and Globalise Resistance coming on board for the demonstra-
tion, too, although this is something we can have little influ-
ence over. DD’S has raised the idea of, where we have any
influence in ongoing disputes, trying to get strikes on that day.

We should also establish a permanent Unions Fightback
steering committee that would organise around practical initia-
tives, industrial disputes and policy motions for the union,
TUC and Labour Party conference, as well as initiatives of
practical use to rank and file trade unionists, such as training
events and recruitment materials.

The disputes we are facing could be big or the leaderships
could kill them off. Our intervention can make a difference.
As part of “renewing” ourselves, we should step up our indus-
trial work, the central themes of which remain:

● Working-class representation
● Restoration of public services
● Free trade unions.

Proposals:
● We need a full mobilisation for the SA trade union con-

ference. It is likely to be fairly big. We will have Unions
Fightback model motions/activities, plus WL material on the
funds. We should be in favour of SA activists caucusing in
their unions but to help facilitate the building of class-struggle
rank and file groups, not to set up SA “lefts” which would be
far too narrow.

● We should look at where we might be able to lead “best
practice” struggles in the public sector. The NC has already
discussed the PFI in Leicester. There must be others. The
group generally should be mobilised to help build the cam-
paign in the workplace and local community. It is through this
kind of work that we can make Unions Fightback a serious
entity.

● We should have a “back to basics” drive where comrades
look at their work in their own workplaces. Maybe we could
“pair” younger comrades with more experienced ones, to pass
on basic principles, tips, etc. Our next industrial school should
be on this theme.

● Build the May Day demo. This should be as full a mobili-
sation as possible. No Sweat and CFE should support and
build the demo as well as UF (subject to any tactical judge-
ment otherwise made nearer the time).

● In all unions where we have people but most particularly
those at sharp end of attacks, post and health comrades should
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draw up a “war plan” policy for the union with a strategy to
win rooted in what is immediately possible with a bit of will.

● We should seek to get anti-privatisation motions through
as many union conferences as possible that are then sent on to
Labour Party conference.

● Continue our work as part of the United Campaign for
Repeal of the Anti-Trade Union Laws.

● Do better strike support work: go to picket lines, get
reports for the paper, establish relationships with activists, do
bulletins where possible.

● Seek wider distribution of our own bulletins like
Postalworker and Tubeworker.

● Fractions: we need a drive to get the fractions on a better
footing.

● Recruitment: the NC has policy to set up a commission
(to be convened by JB) on recruiting from our union work.

Relating to the current disputes

WE should do all we can to make the most of the openings
there are now. What we can influence, we should try to influ-
ence. There are currently three national disputes benefits ser-
vice, rail and post something we have not seen for a long time.

● Rail: the headline-grabbing dispute at South West Trains
is based on the issue of drivers’ pay rising much faster than
guards’, etc (and also the victimisation of the RMT safety rep).
This applies at all the train operating companies. There is
already similar action at Arriva Trains Northern: there could
and should be such ballots up and down the country. At the
time of writing, the RMT leadership are reported to being just
that. There is also an imminent strike by tube drivers over pay.
Train drivers, meanwhile, have great economic muscle. There
is great potential on the rail: the things fuelling the disputes
pay, the state of the railways, etc are not going to just vanish.
On the tube, we have Tubeworkerand we should have a drive
to increase its circulation. All comrades in the relevant areas
should visit rail picket lines to make contacts and get quotes
for the paper, etc. We should advocate a national SA bulletin
to intervene with on the railways.

● Jobcentre Plus: This is the first time since Labour was
elected that we have seen tens of thousands of public sector
workers in direct conflict with the Government. The basis for
the dispute (screens) is not wide enough, however, having lit-
tle pull in the Employment Service. The Government clearly
wants to hammer the union: if this is lost, it will have big ram-
ifications in the new merged agency. Our PCS comrades
devised a strategy to win the dispute a “war plan” which was
circulated on the 28/9 January strike days. The union is cur-
rently deciding its next move: again, when action is called, all
comrades should visit picket lines.

● Post: This could and should be the site of biggest action
we have seen for years. The Government wants to privatise the
postal service. To do this, they need to break the power of the
CWU which, as the stream of wildcat strikes across the coun-
try in the run-up to the General Election showed, is by far the
most militant in the country. The move to end the monopoly
means the showdown between management and the union is
imminent: the question is whether the CWU gears up to fight
that war seriously. We need to intervene with Postalworker
and do all we can to encourage the development of genuine
rank and file organisation (there are moves for a branch-based
forum). Postal workers have already voted to strike over pay:
again, all comrades should visit picket lines and distribute the
bulletin.

Amendment 3/1: 

Referendum campaign and “political
action committee”

From TR

1. WE start a campaign for the unions to use the political
funds to organise a national referendum of all people over 18
years of age against privatisation and PFI and for re-nationali-
sation of the railways and for publicly owned and controlled
public services. The target union to launch this is UNISON.
The campaign to be run under the slogan “Public services—
not private profit!” would involve mass canvassing, demon-
strations, etc. We counterpose the idea of using funds for such
a referendum to the unions giving an additional penny to
Labour’s election campaign above the bare minimum to
remain affiliated.

2. In the affiliated trade unions those that can use their
money for supporting candidates—we advocate the setting up
of a political action committee by one, or a group, of affiliated
unions. Such a committee would be open to bona fide labour
movement bodies—of a certain weight and real representation
and dissident Labour MPs. It would seek to link together the
campaigns and activities of the unions and PLP dissidents. It
would also attempt to get class struggle trade unionists select-
ed as Labour candidates through mass sign up campaigns in
the workplaces, directed, not at supporting the labour party in
general, but at getting candidates committed to defending and
extending the public sector and trade union rights selected to
represent working class constituencies.

3. We favour rule changes along the lines of the FBU policy
on allowing for support for left candidates against Labour, but
argue for such support to be based on representative workplace
votes. We oppose making such decisions at branch, stewards
or regional committees, and at branch meetings. We argue for
a branch ballot with workplace meetings—or if possible at
proper mass meetings.

If however we have failed to win the argument for a mem-
bership vote, and a committee votes to back an independent
working-class left candidate, we defend that decision.

Amendment 3/2: 

Rank and file organisation

From MS

THE existing state of the unions’ rank and file structure is
often very weak, our comrades more often now face the task
of rebuilding the basic structures of the unions they are active
in, from rebuilding membership and democratic structure
through to creating a strong enough workplace organisation to
take action. It is often no longer a case of fighting the local
right wing for committee positions, all too often the commit-
tees are small and ineffective and the fight to control them
dominates far too much time when the union itself is ineffec-
tive due to its weakness in relation to the employer. As we
have pointed out before, the key task is to revitalise the rank
and file. Organising this is not a question of simply pulling
together existing activists or removing a lid of bureaucracy
holding down a militant movement. The AWL and the left
need to organise from the grass roots up. In this situation we
must relearn the lessons of the comrades in the Minneapolis
Teamsters who transformed a small, weak craft union into a
powerful industrial union local. As Farrell Dobbs explained in
Teamster Rebellionthe comrades did not want to engage in a
full frontal attack on the bureaucrats because: “Such a step
would give the mistaken impression that the main objective of
the campaign was to win union posts. As that would hamper
the organising drive, it was necessary to develop a flanking
tactic. The key to such a tactic lay in a contradiction faced by
the union bureaucrats. In their fundamental outlook they were
oriented toward collaboration with the capitalists, but they
were of no value to the ruling class unless they had a base
from which to operate in the unions. To maintain such a base
they had to deliver something for the workers. In the campaign
about to begin, however, they would be put up against leader-
ship responsibilities that they couldn’t meet. Thus the indicat-
ed tactic was to aim the workers’ fire straight at the employers
and catch the union bureaucrats in the middle.” This approach
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of focusing on the employer rather than the bureaucrats, and
winning for workers by organising strong local unions, needs
to be central to our union work. We should also look to the
best modern examples of organising in the international union
movement.

The industrial committee should coordinate those interested
in developing a rank-and-file union activists’ handbook.

The attack on the public services is the key issue for the
unions in the next period. The attack does however take differ-
ent forms, from commercial competition to straight privatisa-
tion to best value. There is a wealth of experience and knowl-
edge in the AWL around these issues and the AWL fractions
have consistently had the clearest socialist answers to the
attacks. The NC should instruct the relevant committees to
look at how these can be drawn together with the view to pro-
ducing a publication aimed at rank-and-file workers and
activists looking for answers.

Resolution 7: 

Socialist Alliance
From outgoing NC

1. FROM 1998/9 we adopted a policy of being prepared to
support independent socialist electoral challenges to the
Labour Party. We had never rejected such challenges on prin-
ciple but, in general, up to then we had considered the tactical
arguments against such challenges overwhelming.

Socialist politics could best be promoted by activity of the
sort of “a socialist campaign for a Labour victory”, linked to a
fight to renovate the Labour Party and trade unions. Our rea-
sons for changing our view were:

● It was no longer adequate to call on people to join the
party or use the union link to fight the Labour leaders. The
constitutional changes in the Labour Party had made the
Labour leaders virtually impervious to opposition within the
Party. To deny this, would be fundamentally dishonest.

● It was apparent that there had been a major collapse of
the reformist left in the Party.

● It was also important that we should be able to use elec-
tions to advocate our policies, sell our paper and make con-
tacts and recruit.

2. The organised ‘far left’ bears considerable responsibility
for Blair’s victory. Its inability and, to a considerable degree,
its open refusal to relate to the political debates within the
trade unions over decades, led to the continuing dominance of
the right wing over the unions.

Without trade union compliance Blair’s project could not
have succeeded.

3. The near total suffocation of a class-based intervention in
the Labour Party, and the fact that we have to revert to inter-
vening in the electoral arena via minority, or even marginal,
independent socialist candidacies, has to be seen as a defeat.
We fought for the election of Labour governments, and against
their policies, as part of our struggle for a mass workers’ gov-
ernment. In almost entirely destroying the effectiveness, as
any sort of channel of working-class self-assertion, of
Labour’s link with trade unions, Blair broke an important
potential link between the political socialist left and those
unions.

4. Most of the left, educated around one or another left
group, were never made aware of the potentiality of that link.
Even for entryist organisations like the Militant, elections were
solely about propaganda and building their organisation. Their
inability to understand the requirements for a political regener-
ation of the working class movement, that involves working
class forces outside of themselves, is now seen in their pre-
paredness to stand against labour left MPs.

SA as an electoral front
5. At the time we made that decision the Socialist Alliance

was a small grouping. From the organised left, only the
Socialist Party (and the CPGB and ISG) were involved. The
SP had entered the SA as a fallback position after their disas-
trous attempts to form a mass party on their own and then their
exclusion from the SLP, and then, after losing key local
groups in Scotland and Merseyside to the perspective of a
“broad SA”, rowed back to little more than a “watching brief”
in the SA. It attracted a small number of independents, mainly
dissidents from the Labour Party, generally, if anything, drift-
ing away from a working class orientation towards an environ-
mentalist one.

6. The first effective moves for an activist-left electoral
alliance came outside the framework of the Socialist Alliance,
through gatherings in London initially involving us, the
Socialist Party, and the Independent Labour Network. Other
groups then joined, including the SWP; the alliance, called
“United Socialists”, announced it would stand in the 1999
Euro-elections; and then the SWP pulled out to back the SLP
in those elections, collapsing the project. Socialist Alliance
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candidates were stood elsewhere in those Euro-elections,
notably in the West Midlands, though with little success.

7. Those European elections in 1999, and the 2000 London
Assembly elections, produced, however, a shift in the policies
of most of the organised far left. This was not the result of a
political re-evaluation of the relationship revolutionaries
should have with the wider labour movement on issues of gov-
ernment. It was instead an opportunistic response to 1) the fact
that a number of Labour MEPs and MPs (e.g., Coates and
Livingstone), and their small supporter-base, were prepared to
stand against Blairite clones 2) the wide working class opposi-
tion to Blair that was seen in the build up to Livingstone’s
challenge to Labour’s official candidate Frank Dobson and 3)
a number of serious organisational crises on the left.

8. For both the SWP and the SP, continual arrogant claims
to be a socialist party of serious magnitude could not be taken
seriously when, whilst outside the Labour Party and with the
right-wing lurch of Blair’s Labour, they did not have the
courage to challenge them in elections.

9. The SWP’s basic calculations can be tabulated as follows:
(a) Given the growing active alienation from Labour of left

activists, they could see that independent left electoral chal-
lenges would grow and be attractive to the activists, at least. 

(b) Their stance of “really don’t bother about elections, but
vote Labour when it comes to it” would thus become a politi-
cal liability for them, leading to them being “gazumped” on
the left. 

(c) If they contested elections straightforwardly as the SWP,
then they would probably see a repeat of the late 1970s, when
the IMG (forerunner of Socialist Outlook) outscored them
heavily in head-to-head contests. An activist-left alliance
including us, the Socialist Party, and others would do better
than them in elections, severely damaging the SWP’s claim to
be “thesocialists”, or at least the only socialists that mattered. 

(d) The only option left to the SWP was therefore to join the
emerging activist-left electoral alliance and try to hegemonise
it. 

(e) In any case, with their shrill cries of “Paris 1968,
London 1994” and the like echoing increasingly unreal, and
their membership declining seriously, the SWP wanted to
make a new turn. Cliff’s last bequest to his organisation was
“the Linksruck turn in Britain”—a turn to being the “best
builders” of “broad” enterprises such as the anti-war move-
ments on Kosova and Afghanistan, and the “new anti-capital-
ist” agitation. Their Socialist Alliance turn fitted in with this.
All this means that the SWP is unlikely to trash the SA
overnight. On the other hand, their turn to the SA is no more a
“break with sectarianism” than (all qualifications and differ-
ences granted) was the Communist Parties’ turn in the mid-
1930s from the Third Period to the Popular Front.

10. The organisational crisis in the Socialist Party has been
even more severe. Their base in Liverpool had collapsed and
the remnants of their organisation there developed a critical
stance and left. Their Scottish section distanced themselves
from the more cynical methods of the SP, as the practical futil-
ity of them became obvious, and explored methods of working
with others on the left that the SP leadership could not tolerate.

Eventually they were to part company, leaving the Socialist
Party a small fraction of what they were in the early 90s. The
SP response to the joining of the SWP and others in the
London Socialist Alliance was, by supporting the candidacies
of the “Campaign Against Tube Privatisation” (allegedly a
broad trade-union-backed electoral challenge, in fact a con-
trived single-issue effort by a small political clique with some
trade-union positions), to take tentative steps towards breaking
with any pretence at joint electoral work with the rest of the
left. They retreated from that stance however and stayed in a
common electoral organisation for the 2001 elections with the
rest of the left.

11. Whatever the intentions of their leaderships, and the
deep-seatedness of their sectarian traditions, the turn to joint
work has meant a cultural change for many members of the
SWP and the Socialist Party.

To speculate about either SWP or SP evolving gradually
into open, democratic, pro-unity, revolutionary politics would
be foolish; to neglect the opportunity to develop dialogue,
unprecedented for many years, with significant sections of SP
and, particularly, SWP members would be equally foolish.

12. During the election campaign unity had become ‘a habit
which would be difficult to give up’, as a SWP speaker said at
a fringe meeting at NUT conference. But at the same time the
structures of the SA were abused by senior SWP members
who wanted to exploit the campaign for short-term recruitment
to the SWP to the detriment of both the electoral campaign and
the political life and democracy of the Socialist Alliance.
Instead of presenting a serious strategy for re-organising the
working class movement against Blair and attempting to
engage workers in dialogue through canvassing, the SWP cov-
ered their absence of a serious strategy by restricting the cam-
paign to comparatively low-level agitation and leafleting.

13. The Socialist Party, whilst staying within the orbit of the
Socialist Alliance during the elections, continually strained at
the leash of a united campaign by placing most of their activity
into constituencies where they had candidates and ran the cam-
paigns, albeit under a Socialist Alliance label, as strictly their
own, with their own political platforms and literature and no
effort to involve non-SP members in the activity.

Their intention was that the electoral campaigns would be,
as they have always been for the SP, a simple recruitment
activity to their organisation, a recruitment activity further-
more wherein those recruits could be kept out of reach of oth-
ers on the left. The 2001 election campaign however did not
abate but exacerbated their problems. Their membership con-
tinued to haemorrhage, sometimes towards the status of ‘inde-
pendents’ in the SA.

Their electoral campaigns, despite canvassing and at least
some orientation to the principle of working-class representa-
tion, outside of their bases in Coventry around Dave Nellist
and in Lewisham around Ian Page, were not successful either
in gaining significant votes nor in replenishing cadres to com-
bat their decline. Their campaigns were electoral campaigns of
a sect rather than campaigns of a small but open caucus of
working class activists.

14. Their exit from the SA is not likely to combat their
decline. Many may be expected to regret the walk-out deci-
sion. We should attempt to pull them back into a campaign to
open up the SA and involve them in whatever campaigns we
initiate.

The Socialist Alliance and regroupment of the left
15. A socialist electoral campaign that demobilised outside

of elections would be guilty of the worst form of reformism.
For an organisation with only a small base of working class
support, demobilising outside of elections would be a practical
stupidity. It would lose the possibility of developing a sus-
tained record and following and reduce electoral activity to
short-lived propaganda in competition with massively more
powerful political and media machines.

16. Considerations of this nature would force a socialist
campaign to consider common actions and policies on wider
issues of working class politics even if the only concern of that
campaign was to stand in elections and the campaign consisted
merely of members of existing left wing organisations.

17. But the Socialist Alliance has drawn in many activists
other than the memberships of the various component organi-
sations. Many of these ‘independents’ are conscious and suspi-
cious of both the SP and the SWP. Many of them are former
activists of these and other organisations who have not retreat-
ed from political life. In some local socialist alliances these
‘independents’ form the majority of activists. In many they
have been able to bloc with other opponents of the SWP to
stop some of the SWP’s more outrageous acts. At the Socialist
Alliance conference they comprised approaching a sixth of the
conference.

18. They have no ‘party’, no paper, no means for an ongo-
ing intervention in the class struggle. But the existence of such
a constituency in the Socialist Alliance is a potent factor in
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compelling some political life and preventing the SWP from
making the SA just a “front” to be switched on or off in line
with election schedules.

19. Many of these independents have adopted a critical view
of what they believe to be Leninism or Trotskyism after their
experience of bureaucratically centralist left groups like the
SWP, SP or WRP. Many of them still carry much of the dis-
credited politics of those groups. Many of them would consid-
er themselves revolutionaries and the vast majority of them
want to discuss re-organising the socialist movement and the
political issues that have prevented that. And it is for this rea-
son that the SA remains an important arena in which to fight
for such a regroupment.

20. The organisation of an “SA independents” caucus, initi-
ated at the December conference and at a follow-up meeting in
Birmingham on 19 January, may immediately encourage other
independents not to simply accommodate to the SWP. But the
answer to bureaucratism in the SA is not “independence” but
organisation and democracy, to make clarity, criticism and
class action the norm for the SA.

21. We need to clarify what constitutes sectarianism with
the independents in the SA.

The Socialist Alliance and the war
22. The behaviour of the SWP during the recent war in

Afghanistan illustrates how they would prefer to have the
Socialist Alliance as a “front”, a “lovely audience”, whom
they can be chummy with when it seems opportune and leave
on one side when it doesn’t. The SWP decided that there was
likely to be a big anti-war movement and that it would provide
them with recruitment opportunities. They did not want to
complicate their operation with arguments in the SA, especial-
ly as there was a majority in the SA exec against them on the
issue of condemning the 11 September attacks. So they delib-
erately went round the SA. They set up Stop the War meetings
by directly approaching pacifists and others in the name of the
SWP, and then presented the SA with the results as something
ready-made. They kept production of literature by the SA on
the war, and discussion in the SA on the war, to the minimum
they could get away with—their (successful) proposal for SA
policy on the war was simply that the SA should support the
Stop the War coalition, not one word more. This operation
aroused considerable resentment among many unaffiliated SA
members, and played a big role in crystallising the “dissident-
independent” body of opinion at the December SA conference.

Socialist Alliance and the trade unions
23. The SA has no clear view on how electoral challenges to

New Labour will develop. Whilst there is a recognition that
there may be independent working class challenges that
should be supported; whilst the SWP appear to have pulled
back from earlier advocacy of disaffiliation from the LP per se
as a good thing; the policy on what should be advocated for
trade unions to do with their political funds is very vague.

24. The SA General Election vote indicates that without
serious political ructions between trade unions and the LP any
electoral challenge will have very limited impact (though even
without such large-scale ructions, a campaign of the activist
left could have done very significantly better than the SA actu-
ally did). Such political ructions will only follow an upsurge in
rank and file resistance to the employers and union bureau-
crats.

25. And even in the event of a dispute in a Union over the
unconditional handing over of money to Millbank it would be
facile of the SA to only relate to that debate with a begging
bowl. There are larger issues of 1) fighting against apolitical
disaffiliations, 2) making common cause with those who still
believe their political funds can exert influence over Labour,
or at least parts of it, 3) conducting a joint campaign with other
affiliated, and non-affiliated, unions against Blair’s policies on
the ground. All of them have to be addressed.

26. The SWP neither is in favour of calling on unions to
fight for a mass workers’ party nor would it wish its union

activists to have sustained contacts to those such as ourselves.
The SA has had no joint actions, bar a speaking tour of TU
conferences between elections and petitioning in support of
disputes.

27. The March TU conference called by the SA on the use
of political funds gives us an opportunity to start to raise these
issues systematically. All trade union comrades should build
energetically for that conference.

The Socialist Alliance after the SP exit
28. The recent decisions of the SA conference, and the

walk-out of the SP, puts the SWP strongly in numerical domi-
nance of the SA. The increase of subscriptions fee, the domi-
nant focus on elections, along with an absence of any guaran-
teed internal life, papers, workplace bulletins and caucuses, or
internal bulletins, will work against any significant increase in
national membership from new working class activists.

29. On a cold calculation, the prospects are not good either
for the SA being able to present wider working electoral chal-
lenges to New Labour, or for it becoming the natural home for
working class activists who want to fight Blair.

30. Whilst the SWP have not attempted to pack its National
Executive or exclude minorities, such as ourselves, they will
seek to dominate that Executive by preventing the SA gaining
sufficient political life and activities. The SA executive may
take decisions or adopt policies different to the SWP’s, but
without a paper to publicise them, without organised internal
discussion to debate or explain them and without active
branches to act on them they will come to nothing.

31. The SWP will hope that even genuine independents on
the SA executive will accommodate to them by compromising
their alternative views rather than fighting for them. It will be
far easier to be courted and complimented by the SWP than to
attempt to defeat their views, especially in the absence of
democratic structures where clarity and criticism is the norm.

32. Yet the SWP, aware that it did itself harm with its anti-
war operation, is trying to mend its SA bridges and reinvigo-
rate the SA. The emergence of a self-aware “dissident inde-
pendent” bloc, and the fact of a more politically diverse SA
executive after the December conference, may make for more
life in the SA. The heavy publicity for the SA around the cur-
rent industrial disputes will help. The SA is not a dead duck,
and will not be for a while yet. In any case, even if we had a
20/20 crystal ball enabling us to say that the SA will become a
dead duck at some given point in the future, to conduct our-
selves now as if we have no hopes or proposals for the SA as a
whole, and are just tagging along at the edges to observe the
dying days, would only cripple us. Even if we calculate that
our maximum result from the SA, realistically, is likely to be
discussing with and convincing individuals and small groups,
we must be in the SA as activists with policies, proposals and
perspectives for the SA as a whole, fighting energetically for
the SA as a whole to adopt them.

33. Discussion is now under way in the SA on policy for the
coming council elections. First signs are that the SWP wants
to bend the council election campaigns towards diffuse and
general anti-Blairite propaganda on such issues as rail rena-
tionalisation, and that a big body of opinion in the SA thinks
that “democracy” should be the main plank. Actually the idea
of local democracy, in the form for example of tenant control
over council estates, acquires any class-struggle oomph only
when linked to a fight against central government to reappro-
priate material resources. We should emphasise this latter
aspect. Our basic idea is that SA candidates and councillors
should be “advocates for the working class” locally.

34. It is unlikely that we will be able to reverse the SWP
control over the SA without some serious shifts within the
SWP. At the moment there is not much evidence of that apart
from some individual dissent (which is creating a small, but
not uninteresting, milieu of ex-SWP activists in the SA).
Nevertheless the unprecedented unity established last year still
makes the SA a pole of attraction to hundreds of working class
activists in each town. We have to continually challenge the
SA to relate to them, and when and where they fail to do so we
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should do so ourselves. Also, it is important not to fall into
regarding the SWP as a fixed part of the landscape, a sort of
geological phenomenon, a political equivalent of the Pennines.
Probably not tomorrow, maybe not for years yet, but some day
before too long, the SWP will go into crisis. And then a lot
will depend on how many activists can be recycled from that
crisis.

Proposals
35. We fight for:
● A working-class and labour movement orientation for the

SA. The SA should become, and present itself as, a force
fighting in the labour movement for independent working-
class representation, for the trade union base to assert itself
politically against Blairism, and for an organic new workers’
party.

● Local SAs to root themselves in long-term, serious work
in local workplaces and working-class communities.

● A real political life in the SA—discussions, political edu-
cation meetings, study groups, etc.

● Rallying the “dissident independents” as a force in the SA
around such ideas, possibly around an unofficial SA paper.

● Real discussion and dialogue with rank-and-file members
of the SWP.

● The unification of the activist working-class socialist left
into an open, democratic party or proto-party. We are in
favour of the Socialist Alliance, already an electoral “party”,
becoming a party (or proto-party) in a more comprehensive
sense, although we believe that at present—until its internal
political processes had advanced much further—it would have
to be a loose federal “party”, and that such a “Socialist
Alliance party”, even in its best variant, would only be a lever
towards the creation of a genuine new workers’ party, not that
party already-formed in miniature.

36. All AWL members to join the Socialist Alliance apart
from those unable to be active in the Socialist Alliance
because of important LP work.

(All AWL members should also hold LP cards, whether
they are immediately active in the LP or not. In practice there
is little or no problem, given the most minimal discretion,
about holding an LP card—or even attending some ward and
GC meetings—and simultaneously being active in the SA).

37. All members to be active in local SA structures even if
those structures are dominated by the SWP.

38. Our main push in Socialist Alliance should be:
● to continually challenge the SA to act on all important

issues before our class particularly trade union ones.
● to systematically debate the issues where there are dis-

agreements.
● to fiercely defend our right to advocate our views

throughout structures of the SA.
● to open up debate and discussion whenever and wherever

we can.
● to energetically seek out allies within the SA for this

campaign.
* Passage in italics is affected by amendment

Amendment 7/2: 

Fallback vote Labour

From MF

ADD to end Section 33:
We restate that ‘we vote Labour if, where and when it is the

best form of working-class political representation available.
The option of abstention is tantamount to sectarianism on the
national political stage implying conclusions about the nature
of the Labour Party which we have not reached.’

Certainly we distance ourselves from those such as the SP
who stand against Labour lefts. We do discriminate amongst
LP candidates. We seek where available discussion with LP

lefts and there involvement in initiatives against privatisation
and the development of the struggle for working-class political
representation in the Trade Unions.

Amendment 7/3: 

Assessing the June 2001 results

From BR

ADD a new section 12:
a. The results of the 2001 General Election confirm our

analysis of a crisis of working class political representation.
While Blair was re-elected with virtually the same majority as
in 1997, turnout fell to its lowest ever level at about 59%. It
was particularly bad in the poorest urban areas that were tradi-
tional Labour heartlands. This is not the result of general polit-
ical satisfaction, as the Blairites claim, nor can it be remedied
by gimmicks such as voting in supermarkets.

Rather the low turnout reflects:
(i) a disillusionment with New Labour in government and

with the fundamental pro-business consensus of all the major
parties;

(ii) a degree of depoliticisation and cynicism about politics
in general, particularly among young people.

b. The SA’s results in the general election indicate that talk
of it being ‘the socialist alternative to Blair’ is rhetoric with lit-
tle grip on reality. The Alliance’s average vote, 1.69%, was no
higher than the common run of scores won by left-socialist
candidates over many years. The overall vote was about the
same as that for Scargill’s reformist-Stalinist Socialist Labour
Party.

The best results for the SA were won where the candidate
was known locally as a trade unionist or campaigner or, as in
the campaign we dominated in Nottingham East, where the SA
fought an outward-looking campaign and talked to voters
through canvassing.

This indicates that the approaches of standing paper candi-
dates without any serious campaigning or hoping that a shop-
ping list of Old Labour-type pledges will ‘catch the mood’ has
little likelihood of building on the widespread dissatisfaction
with the Blair government. The SA has instead to undertake
the more long-term work of rooting itself in working class
communities and to adopt a clearer class and labour movement
orientation.

Amendment 7/4: 

SA and other working-class electoral
challenges

From BR

REWRITE 23 to read:
“The SA has no clear view on how electoral challenges to

New Labour will develop. Unfortunately the need for support-
ing non-SA independent working class candidatures was
obscured by the SP’s sectarianism where this was used as
shorthand for standing SP candidates against the SA. As things
stand, it is unclear what attitude the SA would take either to
local independent candidacies or to any moves towards a
major union split from Labour. Some of the independents and
‘pro-Party’ elements in the SA such as the CPGB would prob-
ably have a sectarian attitude of defending the SA’s (largely
non-existent) turf. However it is highly possible that the SWP
would allow their opportunism to prevail leading to them
abandoning the SA and joining any new grouping that appears.
Whilst the SWP appear to have drawn back from their earlier
advocacy of disaffiliation from the LP per se as a good thing,
their policy on what should be advocated for the trade unions
to do with their political funds is extremely vague.
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Amendment 7/5: 

May local government elections

From MT

1. WE advocate the following main political themes for
Socialist Alliance candidates in the May local government
elections:

“The Socialist Alliance is standing so that you can elect
councillors who will be advocates and representatives for the
working class. At present, councillors, even Labour council-
lors, are representatives and administrators of policies set by
central government and the council’s unelected officials, much
more than they are representatives of the people.

“The Socialist Alliance is standing so that trade unionists,
tenants, and working-class people can have an outspoken rep-
resentative in the council chamber.

“We will use the council chamber as a platform to speak up:
● For affordable good-quality housing, high-quality educa-

tion, and good public services for all. No cuts! 
● To stop privatisation, and bring privatised local services

back into the public domain, with democratic control by work-
ers and residents. 

● For a campaign to win resources from the rich, big busi-
ness and central government. Democratic local government,
under the control of elected councillors accountable to the
local community rather than unelected officials or central gov-
ernment bureaucrats”.

2. We invoke the examples of the Poplar and Clay Cross
councillors as showing how to use council chambers as plat-
forms to mobilise, rather than forums for administration within
set parameters.

3. We are for the Socialist Alliance standing council candi-
dates where they have some real local support (from trade
unionists, tenant activists, and so on); are committed to contin-
ue political activity in the area; and thus can stand as genuine
working-class representatives against New Labour cutters and
privatisers.

4. We are generally against Socialist Alliance “paper candi-
dates”. To present socialist politics as a list of fine thoughts
attached to the name on a ballot paper of someone who makes
no commitment to listen to local working-class people, or to
support their struggles, unless without further ado they vote
him or her into office, is to debase those politics.

5. We are for challenging Labour candidates to take a stand
against cuts and privatisation, and for actively supporting
those who will take a stand.

6. We should also support genuine independent
Labour/trade-union candidates, if there are any.

7. On “community campaign” candidatures we must make
specific case-by-case judgments. If they genuinely represent
working-class political self-assertion, even if in a confused
form, we support them; if they are narrow populist efforts,
probably not.

8. Where there is no better form of working-class political
representation available than the pale, vestigial and minimal
form represented by New Labour in contest with the Tories
and Lib-Dems, we vote Labour.

9. Generally, in all areas where council elections are being
contested this year, our comrades should be active. We should
have a few AWL members standing as SA candidates, and, of
course, rally nearby comrades to give them special help, but
also be active more broadly. Our objectives are: 

● To advance the ideas and the cause of independent work-
ing-class political representation, and socialist ideas more gen-
erally; 

● To raise the profile of the AWL; 
● To help our activists, sympathisers, contacts and others

who work with us in the campaigns to learn and develop skills
from, and for, the conversations they have on the doorstep and
in campaigning elsewhere; 

● To win contacts and recruits for the Socialist Alliance and

for the AWL.
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Resolution 6: 

Students
From outgoing EC

Our central tasks 
STUDENT work is a central area of work for the AWL.
Intervening and organising in the student movement is valu-
able work for revolutionaries. Our central tasks are to make
our presence in every college a political centre for mobilising
and educating students on: 

1. the big political issues (against the war, against capitalist
globalisation, etc). 

2. their immediate concerns (for grants, against fees, for
more and better resources, etc). 

3. solidarity with workers in struggle (supporting strikes and
labour movement initiatives, etc). 

Student union/NUS work is simply a platform for carrying
out these tasks and not an end in itself. 

Student unions and NUS are not the only show in town 
We should maintain our presence in NUS and student

unions. But we have to recognise and accept that the student
union/NUS milieu is only one narrow corner of the world.
Many radical students will not immediately be interested in
student union routine. We have to avoid submerging ourselves
into student union routinism, cutting ourselves off from most
of the people we should be engaging with. We should be seen
as the activists with the big ideas, the people on campus who
organise action, who have something useful and pertinent to
say on the big political questions, who have a strategy for
fighting on the immediate student concerns. Many of the nec-
essary routines, such as getting motions passed for NUS con-
ference, getting nominations in etc have politics at their core
and should be approached as a means of talking to people/con-
tacts about our ideas. In order to get our candidates nominated
for the NUS NEC people need to be talked to about what we
stand for, what our big ideas are; how we’re different from
others on the left. Similarly, asking someone to support our
motion on ‘rights at work’ or the war in Afghanistan etc must
require at least one political discussion and not simply a
request for a signature. There is no conflict or contradiction in
some of the necessary routines that are central to us maintain-
ing our position in NUS and talking to people about big poli-
tics. 

The importance of broad group work 
Since we began to systematically intervene in the student

movement in the early 1980s working in such broad groups as
SSIN, LU and CFE it has allowed us to act as a lever on a big-
ger layer of students than just ourselves. Through this work we
have consistently maintained ourselves as the leadership of the
student left; and importantly, our perspectives and ideas influ-
ence campaigns, strategies and individual students political
development—sometimes making a real difference to the
movement we’re active in. 

Student radicalism is not dead! 
The level of political life in NUS, student unions and col-

leges societies has declined substantially over the last several
years. However, facts such as the large student response to the
movement against the war in Afghanistan and to some new
anti-capitalist initiatives show that radicalism is not dead. The
truth seems to be not so much that students generally are more
right wing as that student radicalism, for the time being, is on
a smaller scale, is more atomised and is less confident than it
might be. We have plenty to say on issues that students can be
mobilised around. And as the anti-war and the anti-capitalist
work as shown we can get more than a good hearing for our
ideas. 

Immediately every small group of students we have—or
even every individual student — can and should become a

political centre for a ‘No Sweat’ grouping in their college.
This grouping could be organised as a formal or informal fac-
tion in a broader Green/Third Worldist group, or could be free-
standing, whatever, it should exist and be active. 

Alongside this work we should make our presence a centre
for political education, reaching out to students interested in
Marxist and anti-capitalist ideas but not yet sure what active
conclusions to draw. Establishing good routines of: regular
stalls, sales, political meetings, debates, educationals and
study groups are vital. 

The work of establishing political life around us is growing.
If student union/NUS routine crowds out that political work,
then that represents the means crowding out the purpose they
are supposed to serve. 

Integrating students into the branches and group life 
Prioritising attendance to AWL branch meetings, sales and

educationals, alongside making a financial commitment to the
group are basic conditions of membership. We must aim to
ensure that all student comrades meet these basic conditions
and that all new recruits are integrated into these routines
immediately. Sustaining political activity after student work is
vital, integration into the group, education in the group’s poli-
tics and how we arrived at them is central to this. 

Key tasks over the next year
● For the rest of this college year we should extend our

presence in at least a few key colleges into viable groups, able
to have that life and power of political attraction in a way that
scattered individuals cannot. 

● In cooperation with non-student members in the branches
we should reach out to FE colleges using No Sweat and
Bolshyas our main tools. Student comrades should regularly
organise and participate in protests, pickets and demonstra-
tions—including protests such as that in Genoa last year.
Bolshyshould also be used energetically in HE colleges,
alongside the paper and the magazine. 

● Organise a central drive to educate and equip student
comrades to be able to take full advantage of any political
opportunities as soon as they come up. 

● Focus on recruiting and building sustainable local frac-
tions. 

● Develop a strategy and opportunities to revitalise our
broad group work—calling at least a national action in the first
term.
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Resolution 8: 

International work
From outgoing NC

WHEREAS: 1. Trotskyism in the general, historic sense—
working-class revolutionary socialism against both capitalism
and Stalinism—is the only authentic Marxist tradition of
today.

2. The would-be Trotskyist current is nevertheless pro-
foundly divided, politically as well as organisationally—con-
taining within itself supposedly “Trotskyist” versions of
almost every trend of radical thought, no matter how alien to
the politics of Trotsky himself—and specifically has been
severely degraded and distorted under Stalinist influence.

3. Marxism is an international doctrine, or it is nothing.
Revolutionary Marxism implies a struggle to build a revolu-
tionary party not only in one country but internationally.

4. The AWL, through our own efforts and through discus-
sions with other Marxists internationally, has developed dis-
tinctive ideas on international-political and world-historical
issues, which, to the extent that they have validity at all, have
validity as reference points for the regeneration of an organ-
ised international revolutionary working-class movement.

5. The AWL and its predecessors, throughout our history,
have sought international dialogue and co-thinkers; but, in the
adverse circumstances prevailing since (to date it at the latest)
we formally launched the “International Committee for
Workers’ Liberty” in 1987, this activity has become haphaz-
ard.

6. Modern means of communication, notably the Internet,
greatly facilitate international contact and discussion between
Marxists.

7. Recent experiences, notably the war in Afghanistan, sug-
gest that forces outside the Marxist movement’s traditional
heartlands in Western Europe and the USA may have as much
or more to contribute to international Marxist revival as those
in the heartlands.

We resolve:
1. To put the AWL’s international work on a more organ-

ised footing. This comprises international distribution of our
literature, including in translation; direct assistance to our
declared co-thinker groups; organised dialogue and debate
with other currents of interest; interventions in international
conferences, demonstrations and political gatherings; interna-
tional campaign initiatives.

2. To instruct the incoming EC to appoint a comrade to be
secretary for this work, and that secretary and the National
Committee to bring together a team of comrades with relevant
skills (languages, etc) and interest to contribute to this activity.

3. To instruct the secretary and the team to present regular
reports to the National Committee, which should include:

● Reviews of recent major politically-defining issues inter-
nationally, and comparison and contrast of our positions with
those of other currents;

● Updates on our co-thinkers in Australia, Ukraine and the
USA;

● Information on international circulation of our literature
(including via the Internet, and including in translation);

● Updates on contact with groupings and individuals in at
least the following countries: Ireland, France, Norway,
Germany, Russia, Algeria, Israel, Iran, Pakistan, Mauritius,
South Africa, USA;

● Relevant suggestions, if appropriate, for international ini-
tiatives or attendance at international gatherings.

4. To instruct all comrades whose personal circumstances
give them the possibility of travelling internationally, or who
have foreign languages, to liaise with the secretary responsible
for international work.

5. To recognise that this work will require money (for trans-
lations, fares, etc.) and to launch an appeal for a separate

“international fund”, to be administered and reported on sepa-
rately.
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Resolution 9: 

Renewal: Assessing
ourselves, renewing
ourselves, re-registration
From outgoing EC

Assessing ourselves

1. WE have upheld a working-class internationalist position in
the aftermath of 11 September, almost alone on the British
activist left.

2. We have upheld a working-class internationalist, and con-
sistent-democratic, position on the Israel-Palestine conflict
since the “second intifada” started at the end of September
2000: “two nations, two states”, Israel out of the occupied ter-
ritories.

3. The preparatory statement for the Unions Fightback con-
ference in November 2001 gave a good concise summary of
what we’re about in the trade unions, if read together with our
article in WL64-5 about reconstructing trade unionism at
workplace level around the “fulcrum [of] the conversion of
individual grievances and disciplinary issues into collective
disputes”. Our public services are in decay and disrepair. But
the New Labour government is pushing hard for privatisation,
contracting out and PFI. Keep the fat cats out of our schools
and hospitals! We demand 100% quality health care and edu-
cation, free for all, as a right, and 100% public ownership in
public services, this time with democratic control. Already,
workers in the UK now work some of the longest hours in
Europe, in return for some of the lowest rates of pay. The
employers have driven up the pace and intensity of work and
created a culture of workplace bullying and intimidation.
Discrimination, prejudice and inequality are on the increase in
the wake of this employers’ offensive. Unions in the UK are
the most restricted in the Western world. Further privateering
in public services will cut deep into areas of trade-union mem-
bership and strength. Yet the anti-union laws ban industrial
action explicitly aimed at the principle of keeping services
public. As trade unionists we say enough is enough. It is time
to stop the retreat. We need a movement of the membership
across the trade unions that can: 

● In alliance with service users, resist and roll back the
Government’s agenda of privatisation, PPP and Best Value;
uphold the principle of free best-quality health care and educa-
tion for all, as a right; win adequate funding of public services. 

● Fight for the repeal of anti-trade union laws and the
implementation of a legal right to strike, take solidarity action
and picket effectively. 

● Stand up for strong and effective trade unions, indepen-
dent of the employers. 

● Co-ordinate and deliver effective physical, financial,
political and industrial solidarity with those in struggle. 

● Champion trade union democracy based on control of the
trade unions by the members themselves. 

● Ensure union political funds are used to further union
policies and working-class interests. Unions should not accept
being reduced to the status of ineffectual lobby groups in poli-
tics. We need clear, democratically-controlled, working-class
political representation.

The good response to this statement suggests that it is mov-
ing along the right lines.

4. We have maintained two good industrial bulletins,
Tubeworker and Postalworker. Our Tube worker comrades
have done good work in the ongoing fight against Tube pri-
vatisation. Tubeworker was instrumental in galvanising the
workforce’s confidence to take strike action last February in
defiance of a court injunction, and in the successful rank-and-
file rebellion against the RMT leadership’s first decision to
call off the action. Our comrades fought honourably and hard

against the decision by ASLEF, and later RMT, to call off the
strike action and therefore to seriously demobilise the struggle.
Our comrades played a big part in the extraordinary victory of
the left in the PCS general secretary election, a victory which
gave new guidelines to the left across the unions on how they
should gear themselves, and in the campaign which secured
over a quarter of the vote for a rank-and-file class-struggle
candidate in the CWU deputy general secretary poll. The work
of the PCS AWL branch in London shows that when our
trade-union work is organised as collective activity, through
branches or lively fractions, it can draw in contacts and poten-
tial recruits. We have taken the argument for a working-class
focus on rebuilding the welfare state (“the political economy
of the working class”) and for working-class political repre-
sentation into several unions, and can feel some measure of
vindication at seeing them central in the 2001 union confer-
ences.

5. We took the battle for working-class political representa-
tion into the public electoral arena, via the Socialist Alliance.
Excellent work was done in Nottingham particularly. We also
took the political arguments into the Socialist Alliance itself,
for example at its manifesto conference in March 2001, at its
structure conference in December 2001, and in meetings
around the Afghan war.

6. With the successful conference on 24 November 2001
and Dita Sari’s speaking tour, “No Sweat” is now fairly
launched as a means by which we can help “anti-capitalist”
young people enter systematic activity on their own level and
move on, as and when they wish, to wider activity, particularly
with a trade-union focus. This activity has already turned up a
good few new young people potentially interested in the
AWL, and has scope to turn up many more.

7. In late 2000 we ran an intensive course on Capital involv-
ing a large proportion of our London members and a good few
contacts. The Sheffield, Oxford, Southampton and Manchester
branches are also running, or involved in, courses on Capital
(and the Australian comrades have run, or been involved in,
several Capital study courses in different cities). Birmingham
and Nottingham have set dates to begin Capital courses. Since
the General Election of June 2001 we have run another course
on the same lines in London, on British labour history, with a
smaller but nevertheless useful take-up. During and immedi-
ately after the war in Afghanistan, we ran public meetings on
the war in almost all areas. A number drew the best attendance
we have had in those areas for some time. Some branches have
followed up with further public meetings drawing a better
attendance than was the rule before.

8. We continue to be the main political leaders and organis-
ers of the left in the National Union of Students.

9. We have, however, problems of cumulatively reduced
expectations (of the action around us, and of ourselves); of
“ageing” (the intake of new young recruits has been signifi-
cantly smaller in recent years); and of depoliticisation (“doing
our bit”, or “surviving”, in our different corners of activity,
rather than being active with the sort of vitality and ideological
combativeness that can spread and develop our ideas, and
draw new people around us).

Despite our strong and united political argument on the
aftermath of 11 September, we had a poor mobilisation for the
first big anti-war demonstration on 13 October (no-one at all
from some branches). We must share the responsibility for the
poor turnout of trade-union banners both on 13 October and at
the later demonstration on 18 November. That indicates slug-
gishness. We have a tendency to get immersed in individual
trade-union and student-union activity and to regard any large
political initiative as a desirable extra which someone else
should do. This is the result of years of low general socialist
and labour-movement activity—or, rather, of us partially suc-
cumbing to the pressure of those years, and adapting to lower
expectations both of the action around us and of ourselves. It
signifies losing the long view, and reducing our expectations
to those of “doing our bit” in a few oppositional corners and
niches in the existing structures.

10. Almost no comrades mobilised themselves, or were
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willing to be mobilised, for Prague, Nice and Genoa.
11. We have not developed new industrial bulletins besides

Tubeworkerand Postalworker, nor the local editions of
Postalworkerwhich we planned. Too much of our trade-union
work is individual work (often excellent as individual work)
rather than activity coordinated through lively fractions. As a
consequence, our “return” of contacts, people attending our
initiatives, and recruits from trade-union work is generally
very low.

12. Out of the Socialist Alliance work we have recruited
very little, even in Nottingham where such good work was
done in the election itself. One reason is some comrades being
only marginally involved in the Socialist Alliance (“too busy”
with student-union or trade-union work, or shy of activity
which involves face-to-face dispute with the often oafish
SWP). Another is poor branch life.

13. Many branches have not carried out our decision to re-
run London’s Capital study course. Most branches do not run
regular public meetings or forums. Many branches do not have
regular accessible public activity (stalls, literature sales, indus-
trial bulletin distribution, study courses) into which contacts
and new recruits can be welcomed easily and without precon-
ditions. Where a branch is an aggregate of people all immersed
in their individual student-union and trade-union work, with
little collective activity or educational/discussion routine
which is accessible to new people and offers them a picture of
what they might do if they decide to be members, then it can-
not recruit except by accident. And, unfortunately, that
description is only a slight caricature of some branches.

14. That sort of routine life has an inbuilt tendency to lose
speed and run down. It means that many comrades are doing
enough to feel that they have discharged their minimum
duties, but doing it in a rundown fashion, or doing so little of
it, that they are unlikely to secure any positive result from
what they do, even at the level of individual contacts or
recruits. There is no positive feedback to vitalise the activity.

15. The limited revival of political expressed in such things
as the Socialist Alliance, the “new anti-capitalist” mood, the
ferment after 11 September, and some new stirrings on the
trade union front, has thus faced us with political challenges—
which we have answered, at least on an abstract level—but
also shed light on accumulated weaknesses. It should go with-
out saying that the weaknesses of organisation and activity
listed here, even if they manifest themselves in diverse locali-
ties and fractions, must all be taken as evidence of lack of suf-
ficient vigour and drive from the central organisers, commit-
tees and office staff. It is never an excuse for an organiser to
say that he or she has been conscientious, but the people who
were to be organised have let him or her down. James P
Cannon once commented that a busy office staff always has a
tendency to measure itself by sheer quantity of activity, rather
than by whether it has or has not achieved its politically
defined purposes. We should not do that. Our office, and our
central organising staff and committees, need to revitalise
themselves. However, the central organising staff are not a
closed circle. They are simply the people who have volun-
teered for a greater level of responsibility. The true idea that
our central organisers should raise their expectations and their
sense of responsibility becomes transformed into a untruth if it
is taken to mean that others should feel less responsibility—or
can respond adequately to our collectively-recognised short-
comings by waiting for “the office” to do something about it—
or should react against “the office” applying pressure for a
generally higher level of responsibility because the shortcom-
ings are primarily the fault of “the office” itself. “The office”,
and local organisers, discharge their responsibilities to the
extent that, by persuasion or pressure (even uncomfortable
pressure), they constantly enlarges the circle of those who take
more responsibility.

Renewing ourselves

1. As indicated in the section on “Assessing ourselves”: “The
limited revival of political life expressed in such things as the

Socialist Alliance, the ‘new anti-capitalist’ mood, the ferment
after 11 September, and some new stirrings on the trade union
front, has faced us with political challenges but also shed light
on accumulated weaknesses… We have problems of cumula-
tively reduced expectations; of ‘ageing’; and of depoliticisa-
tion… This is the result of years of low general socialist and
labour-movement activity—or, rather, of us partially succumb-
ing to the pressure of those years, and adapting to lower
expectations both of the action around us and of ourselves”.

2. We must raise our expectations of ourselves, and system-
atically replace activity which aims no higher than “to sur-
vive” or “to do our bit” by activity which aims to spread and
rally new people round our political ideas.

3. We can recruit more young people. There should be a
greater weight for youth and student work (but not just “stu-
dent work” in the narrow sense of NUS routine) in the whole
activity of the AWL. Use initiative and mobilisation—“No
Sweat” campaign activities, sales of Bolshyand the paper
linked to petitioning. Our younger comrades have to be central
to this—it can be done only to the most limited extent by
“going round” them—but everyone should take some respon-
sibility.

4. Life in the trade unions is reviving to some degree. How
much, how quickly, and in what way we cannot know. What
we do know is that we must reinfuse our trade-union work
with a sense of collective purpose and strategy, on the lines
outlined above. Two pivotal issues will be the continuation of
Unions Fightback and the establishment of vigorous fraction
organisation in major industries and unions. In a period when
the average age of the British trade unionist is 47—as it is—
we will still have a lot of patient work to do for slow results.
But in some of the more important sectors where we are
active—the Tube, the post—the average age of trade unionists
must be much lower. To make our trade-union work more
political and purposeful—that should be the theme.

5. We must convert our branch life so that it can attract and
integrate new young recruits. Four basic requirements: busi-
nesslike, attractive, interesting, educative, regular branch
meetings and public or open meetings; a bedrock routine of
purposeful but simple AWL activity (stalls, paper sales, indus-
trial bulletin distribution, etc.) into which almost any new
recruit can integrate quickly and easily, without needing previ-
ous political experience; responsiveness to the struggles
around us; an outgoing, friendly attitude.

7. Step up the level of educational and political life in the
branches. Every branch should run a study course.

8. Each branch, fraction and committee should also start
each meeting with a political report, based on the current situa-
tion and our tasks, before it goes into detail questions.
Sometimes this report can be based on what we have just pub-
lished on the Internet, in the paper, or in a leaflet. Sometimes it
will have to be improvised. The principle that we always start
from the large-scale politics of the world around us—not from
our own immediate tactical or organisational preoccupations—
stands.

9. Every branch should systematically train its members to
become effective advocates in the working class and the
labour movement for our basic ideas. This is done through
educationals, debates, and study, but also through learning-by-
doing. Branch organisers should see to it that new, diffident,
or jaded comrades are systematically taken along with more
experienced, bolder and more vigorous comrades to “mass”
activities (e.g., door-to-door petitioning, canvassing, sales,
etc.), to contact visits, to debates in labour movement and left
meetings, and that, from time to time, they organise “training
events” for public speaking, contact discussions, and argu-
ments which comrades find “difficult”. We should make sure
that our press equips comrades for this work, i.e., takes up the
arguments which comrades will find at work, on the doorsteps,
etc.

10. In order to do these things we must re-register our mem-
bership, i.e., establish a clear distinction between a member-
ship of activists and a periphery of sympathisers. Branches and
fractions can only achieve the vitality we need in order to be
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effective and grow if they are made up of members who want
to be active and will reliably carry through their collective
decisions. We understand that some comrades sincerely sym-
pathise with AWL politics but are not prepared to set aside
other commitments or activities sufficiently to do the mini-
mum necessary to be a revolutionary activist. After the big
mobilisations last November, we reviewed non-attenders and,
after discussion with them, lapsed a number of comrades from
membership. That is only a beginning of the re-registration,
however. We must do it in a much more comprehensive way.

11. There are and have been two basic types of working-
class party or league: the party of adherents, and the party of
activists. In a party of adherents, like the Labour Party or the
SWP, membership signifies general sympathy rather than spe-
cific active commitment. You become a member just by sign-
ing a form and paying some money. You may then be active—
sometimes, both in the Labour Party and in the SWP, very
active and highly-pressured—semi-active, or inactive. In a
party or league of activists, you are a member only if you are
regularly active in a collective, organised, disciplined way.
The party or league of activists will also have “adherents” or
sympathisers, people who help financially and in other ways,
but will draw a clear distinction between activists and sympa-
thisers. The party of adherents is characteristically undemocra-
tic. Its passive membership, uneducated, uninvolved in
debates, feeling no strong personal commitment to party deci-
sions, cannot form a coherent collective opinion capable of
guiding the organisation. It is easily manipulated by the
party’s “machine” of full-time operatives. In fact, to function
at all, the party of adherents generally needs a hierarchy of
paid full-time organisers, selected for loyalism, to mobilise,
manage, and manipulate the membership. The party of
activists may be undemocratic if it is organised as a dogmatic
quasi-religious sect, as the old Healyite movement was. Given
even a minimum of openness and culture, though, it will be
more democratic than a party of adherents because it has the
ability to form a coherent collective opinion, and the vitality to
act on it and insist on it. A mass party of adherents, with a suf-
ficiently broad, rich and cohesive layer of activists within it to
permit some democratic life, can in some conditions play a
positive role in working-class politics. A minority party or
league—of the size of the AWL, or ten times as big, or a hun-
dred times as big, or five hundred times as big—has to be a
party of activists if it is to do anything positive. We organise
as a minority because we believe that the task of transforming
the labour movement for revolutionary purposes requires bold
education, agitation and organisational initiative for worked-
out Marxist ideas which go “against the grain” of the estab-
lished social order and therefore also go “against the grain” of
the labour movement as it is, in normal, un-revolutionary
times. With its members spread as individuals or small groups
in different workplaces, trade union branches, local communi-
ties, colleges, student unions, etc., the organisation can func-
tion only if the conviction, commitment and cohesion which
tie it together have enough vitality to enable each member to
be an active, vocal force for revolutionary politics, against the
pressures of their environment.

12. We advocate and practise a broader democracy than the
sects in which Bolshevik concepts of organisation have been
corrupted by seepage from Stalinism. We say that members
who have minority views should not pretend publicly to hold
the majority ideas which they disagree with (though they have
an obligation to distribute AWL literature carrying the majori-
ty view, to explain to the best of their ability what the majority
view is, and not to undercut the collective effort to implement
the majority view). They should have the right to organise
internally for their distinctive views at all times—not just in
pre-conference periods, as is the rule in many supposedly
Trotskyist organisations—and, generally, access to our public
press to debate the issues. This does not mean, however, that
we have a looser concept of discipline in action than groups
like the SWP or the SP. We have a tighter one. We want and
need a party, or proto-party, of activists.

13. A large organisation—or a relatively large one, which is
how the SWP appears now on the British left—can grow

despite flabbiness just by virtue of being large. A smaller
organisation, which sets out to be a pioneer for distinctive
ideas, can rarely grow if it is flabby. If it is flabby—has little
collective life and activity, with its members active mainly in
low-voltage routine work in broader movements—then to new
people wishing to become revolutionary activists its distinc-
tive ideas will appear as no better than doctrinaire quirks or
mental reservations, interesting maybe, but a complication
rather than a guide to activity. Only by demonstrating collec-
tive vitality around its ideas—a collective activity into which
new recruits can see how they might integrate—can the organ-
isation grow.

14. Regular housekeeping, to ensure that our definitions of
membership are clear, is thus a precondition for effectiveness
and growth.

15. Even within a party of activists, there will inevitably be
different degrees of activism. What we must do is ensure a
certain minimum of activism—not just activism in general, but
specifically AWL activism. We need that in order to have
branches which can carry out activity effectively and recruit
new people.

16. The difference between activist and sympathiser was
well summed up by Trotsky. “You can have revolutionaries
both wise and ignorant, intelligent or mediocre. But you can’t
have revolutionaries who lack the willingness to smash obsta-
cles, who lack devotion and the spirit of sacrifice… I am nei-
ther a fanatic nor a sectarian. I can very well understand a per-
son who sympathises with the communist cause without leav-
ing his milieu. Assistance of this sort can be very valuable for
us. But it is the assistance of a sympathiser.” For the sympa-
thiser, wrote Trotsky, communism (meaning, the cause of
working-class self-liberation) is “a sincere idea”; for the
activist, it is “a dominant conviction of life”.

17. Since we regard revolutionary activism as a lifelong
commitment, and have an urgent interest in “protecting our
investment” in comrades with any length of experience, we
seek to accommodate comrades through difficult times as far
as we can without destroying the integrity of the organisation.
Parents, especially single parents, with small children?
Comrades in poor health? Those with difficult shift patterns?
We should make exceptional provision for them. Comrades
who can’t get out in the evenings without arranging a baby-sit-
ter can, for example, do phone-rounds instead. And, generally,
we should try to adapt activity to comrades’ talents, abilities,
special interests, and other circumstances.

18. However, as a norm, comrades’ minimum of AWL
activism has to include collective activity which they go out to
take part in together with other AWL members. This norm is
necessary for the AWL, and AWL branches, to have a capaci-
ty for collective initiative, and to have a visible collective
activity into which new sympathisers and recruits can be easily
integrated.

19. Revolutionaries have to live in the world as it is—have
to find a way of fitting in domestic life, social life, work, other
personal interests, round their political commitment. That can
be done, and has been done, by generations of revolutionaries.
Revolutionary politics no more entails a grim and cheerless
life than any other seriously-pursued commitment; and the
idea that the good life is the one without self-defined, thought-
through, seriously-pursued commitment to any larger purposes
beyond the personal and domestic is, to say the least, debat-
able. It is undesirable, in fact it is counterproductive, to try to
turn members into hyper-activist zombies unable to sustain
any domestic or social life. Nevertheless, those who find that
their domestic, social, career, or other personal-interest preoc-
cupations have expanded in their scheme of priorities to the
point where they squeeze out political activism and relegate it
to the role of something marginal and occasional, define them-
selves out of revolutionary activism. Their motives for becom-
ing preoccupied elsewhere may be personally understandable
or even, on some levels, laudable; the sincerity of their sympa-
thy for AWL ideas unquestionable; but the fact remains. You
cannot be a member of a choir just by sympathising with the
idea of singing, or occasionally singing along. Likewise, you
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cannot be a member of a Marxist revolutionary organisation
just by sympathising or occasionally joining in activity. Both
with the choir and with the Marxist organisation, it is not a
question of moralism or censoriousness or an abstract desire to
be “hard” for the sake of it, but of what’s needed to create a
collective in which individuals can contribute fruitfully and
with a minimum of wasted effort. The valid idea of accommo-
dating individual circumstances becomes invalid at the point
where chosen “individual circumstances” swallow up political
activism.

20. An effective organisation needs some pressure on mem-
bers to be active. Even the best Marxist feels pressures against
revolutionary activism from the world around her or him—
from family, friends, trade-union and work colleagues, and
just from tiredness. We have to generate collective counter-
pressures. We need organisers who inspire, encourage,
explain, praise achievements, help the unconfident—but who
also demand explanations, rather than just shrugging wearily,
when members fail to do what they have committed them-
selves to do, or over a period fail to commit themselves to do
anything very much. The point of “re-registration”, however,
is not to increase “browbeating” and “exhortation” but to seek
a more effective alternative. Where there is a significant
underbelly of nominal members who do not want to be consis-
tently active—or, at least, do not want to make the adjustments
to their other priorities necessary to create space for consistent
activism—then the organiser has no choice but to “exhort”,
“browbeat”, or shrug. The job of revolutionary organisation is
not so much to “get people to do things” as to “get people to
want to do things”, and have well-organised activities avail-
able for them to do. A clear definition of the difference
between activist and sympathiser opens the way for organising
effort to be concentrated on setting up well-organised activi-
ties—with those who already have a reliable commitment to
do them—and convincing others who do not yet want to do
them to come to want to do them, rather than exhorting people
to do what they really do not want to do.

21. We are confident that the vast majority of AWL mem-
bers do want to be activists, and will respond positively to “re-
registration” and a revitalisation of the organisation; moreover,
that some sympathisers will be encouraged by the revitalisa-
tion to become new activists.

22. The minimum requirements of membership include:—
Attending branch meetings regularly;—Paying dues and sales
money;—Responding to big political events and mobilisa-
tions.—Participating in carrying out the AWL’s decisions.
This will involve activity every week, generally participation
in collective activity, on the branch or fraction’s agreed plans
(in addition to the branch meeting).

23. In the three weeks following the AWL conference, up to
17 March, each branch will meet to decide a plan for regular
local collective activity in the framework of the AWL confer-
ence decisions.

24. The local organiser should then meet individually with
each member and discuss with them what they want to do as
AWL members to carry out the plan. If they will not do the
minimum (including the key points highlighted above, point
22), then the organiser will set in train the procedure to lapse
them from membership, and discuss how they can work with
us as sympathisers.

25. The local organiser should also approach sympathisers
and contacts, explain the branch’s plan of work to them, and
ask them if they want to become new members (activists).

26. We value our sympathisers. Where we lapse members,
we should set up definite arrangements for continuing regular
contact with them; seek to maximise their activity and their
financial support for the AWL; welcome their contribution;
continue to try to convince them to step up their activity and
become members again.

27. We should formally define a category of “organised
sympathiser”. An “organised sympathiser” is someone who (i)
generally supports the AWL’s politics (ii) makes a regular
financial contribution to the AWL; (iii) subscribes to our pub-
lications; (iv) maintains regular organised contact with the

AWL, and takes part in some of our activities. Some sympa-
thisers will also (v) sell our publications, or (vi) participate in
regular educationals or discussions with us, or (vii) work
closely with us, or even under our discipline, in a particular
area of work, e.g., trade union, student union. Comrades who
are lapsed from membership will of course be asked to be
active sympathisers. In the months following the conference,
we should also have a systematic drive to sign up additional
people as organised sympathisers. Sympathiser status should
not however be used as a “soft option” or “second best” for
approaching contacts. All new contacts showing interest
should be asked in the first place to become members—
activists—and the option of being a sympathiser should be dis-
cussed only when it is clear that they cannot for now be con-
vinced to be activists.

28. There will be cases where comrades temporarily will not
do the minimum activity because of ill-health, new babies, or
similar circumstances. In those cases an agreement should be
made for a definite leave of absence (partial or full). A partial
leave of absence means an agreement for reduced duties, while
maintaining full membership rights. Leaves of absence must
however (a) be for a specified period (generally a maximum of
three months, with the option of renewing); (b) collectively
agreed, not unilaterally asserted; (c) ratified by the Secretariat
before being agreed by the branch.

29. Under our constitution, where comrades are not meeting
minimum requirements of activity, they can be lapsed with no
more formality than a week’s written notice. Comrades have,
however, a constitutional right to insist on a hearing and a
fuller procedure if they believe they are being lapsed illegiti-
mately, i.e., if they question the facts about their activity.
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Resolutions remitted to the incoming
National Committee

Amendment 2/1: 

No Sweat and child labour

From DB

1. CHILDREN have the right to live lives free from domina-
tion and exhaustion by work, whether it is productive, repro-
ductive or unproductive, paid or unpaid. Children also have
the right to be protected from hazardous and unhealthy work.
We condemn: 

● the compulsion on children to work, both the direct com-
pulsion of slavery and bonded labour and the indirect econom-
ic compulsion of poverty-driven wage-slavery; 

● the use of children as a cheap-labour alternative to adult
workers and to undermine standards of pay and conditions; the
employment of children for excessive hours, denying them
adequate time for school, play and rest.

2. However, the No Sweat campaign’s general opposition to
all child labour is mistaken. The forcible exclusion of children
from any participation in social production runs counter to the
principles of a socialist project based on human freedom,
equality, solidarity and inclusiveness. This general point is
expressed positively by movements of working children:
demanding “the right to light and limited work” (the African
movement); “We are against exploitation at work but we are
for work with dignity with hours adapted so that we have time
for education and leisure.” (the Kundapur Declaration of the
International Movement, 1996). It is also expressed in our own
tradition by Karl Marx (Capitalvol. 1; Critique of the Gotha
Programme; “Instructions to Delegates…” (First
International)) and William Morris (News from Nowhere).

3. More specifically, we recognise, that the best way to pro-
tect children from the problems connected with child labour is
not through general bans, boycotts and calls on companies to
stop using child labour, which often harm the children they are
supposed to protect, by displacing them from relatively stable,
formal employment into more casualised, worse-paid and
more dangerous work, as well as crime and prostitution.
Instead we should demand that the economic and social causes
of children being pressured into work (poverty and class
inequality) be tackled, and that productive work be organised
in a way that is decent and humane.

4. We therefore demand the following policies on a global
scale to reduce the pressure on children to earn money and to
ensure that the employment of children is strictly regulated: 

● a decent minimum wage applying equally to child as well
as adult workers; equal pay for equal work, no discrimination
against young workers; legislation to impose a maximum 35-
hour working week with no loss of pay, more restrictive limits
on children’s working hours to ensure adequate time for
school, play and rest; legislation to ensure decent health and
safety standards; no children to do particularly dangerous
work 

● alternative work/income opportunities to be provided to
children displaced from such work; 

● full trade union rights for all workers, including children;
recognition of working children’s organisations by govern-
ments, employers and by the wider labour movement; properly
funded, publicly provided, high-quality, free education for all,
flexible and responsive to the needs of students, including
working children; ban corporal punishment; state grants for
school students; self-organised, independent student unions in
schools and colleges; 

● tax the rich, nationally and internationally, to fund decent
infrastructure, welfare provision and free, high-quality health-
care and education.

5. We argue that No Sweat’s campaigning focus should be
on raising employment standards from sweatshop levels. No
Sweat should not have a definite political line setting an ulti-

mate aim on child labour, either total abolition or regulation
within humane and civilised limits. No Sweat’s campaigning
slogans and demands should not exclude either point of view.

Amendment 2/2: 

No Sweat and the political front

From DB

THE anti-corporate movement needs politics. Much of the
anti-corporate movement is hostile to politics in the sense of a
political struggle over the question of government and of gov-
ernment policy and law. The No Sweat campaign should set
itself the task of re-orienting anti-corporate protesters to the
political front of class struggle as well as to the economic
struggle of the labour movement. In addition to building soli-
darity with workers’ struggles against sweatshop working con-
ditions, fighting to unionise sweatshops and targeting multina-
tional clothing brands, No Sweat should campaign for the fol-
lowing globally applicable demands for government policy: 

● a statutory maximum 35-hour working week with no loss
of pay; a statutory minimum wage with no exemptions at a
level reflecting the cost of a decent standard of living; 

● fully independent trade unions free from state interfer-
ence and employer intimidation, positive legal rights for work-
ers to join a union and for unions to recruit, organise, be
recognised by employers and take action; 

● decent health and safety laws, levelled up to the best
national standard.

Resolution 4: 

Publications
From DN

1. WE should update the “What we stand for…” column in
“AfS” to reflect the changes that have happened in politics
since 1997.

2. Workers’ Libertyshould now be brought out as a quarter-
ly review, in book form.

3. Deadlines for all our publications should be rigorously
enforced. This should be the case even when the person writ-
ing the article is the editor of the said publication. The EC and
NC should be responsible for making sure that deadlines are
enforced and publications come out on time.

4. Recognising that the web presence of the AWL (and our
associated campaigns) plays an increasingly vital role in find-
ing contacts, maintaining dialogue with them, and involving
them in joint activity, the group must give a higher priority to
web publishing than in the past.

All of the sites under the AWL’s control should be
revamped during the coming year, on a schedule beginning
with the Action for Solidaritysite and the Bolshysite. The
revamp of the websites should take place under the direction
of the EC with a view to creating sites which can be updated
frequently and easily by many members of the group without
specialist training.

All AWL comrades should be encouraged to contribute to
the development of the AWL web sites. Just as the NC cam-
paigned three years ago for comrades to get PCs and internet
connections in order that email communication could be con-
sidered “the norm” internally, now the NC should campaign
for all comrades to take seriously the task of building the
AWL’s web presence into an effective tool for contact work.
The barriers preventing most comrades from contributing to
this work must be identified and overcome, whether they are
practical or philosophical ones.

A much higher priority should be given to producing docu-
ments for the web first, rather than simply re-using articles
written or commissioned for print. A programme of commis-
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sioning of articles for the web should begin, with articles then
re-used in printed material as appropriate. An objective should
be for the new AfS to have a “comment on today’s major news
item” and for this to be a new article every day maybe by hav-
ing a team of seven comrades designated to write the “leader
article” once a week. All other AWL websites should have
new content from the AWL at least once a week.

There should be a drive to create an AfS email list, for
weekly circulation of “news commentary’; an initial target of
500 trade unionists subscribed by February 2003 should be set.
The weekly emails must then be sent, and sent weekly!

A full review of political activity on the internet undertaken
by AWL comrades should be commissioned, with a view to
increasing the effectiveness of the AWL’s use of the internet
for propaganda purposes. The review to include: websites rou-
tinely visited by each comrade, discussions lists and forums
participated in, contacts with whom email discussion is ongo-
ing.

A web editor should be appointed by the NC, to oversee the
development of all the above.

Resolutions defeated

Resolution 1/2: 

A just war
From TR

1. IT was a political mistake to raise the slogan “stop the
War!” The slogan could only mean we wished to build a mass
anti-war movement that could force a US/UK withdrawal,
even if that meant a Taliban victory. Using the slogan as a
mobilising call turned the organisation into unwilling, but de
facto, “Defencists” for the Taliban regime and Al Qaida.

2. The correct approach should have contained the following
elements:

Forthright and straightforward condemnation of the
September 11th atrocity. It was a despicable attack on inno-
cent New York workers by the most reactionary political and
social movement on earth.

Defence of the national and democratic right of the
American people to retaliate against such unprovoked
attacks—even under the leadership of George W Bush. This
would include the right to retaliate against the regimes that
nurture Al Qaida.

A clear statement that, while retaining our unremitting class
hostility to the capitalist government of the US ruling class,
we understood that a victory for the US military and their
Afghan allies would be preferable in class and social terms to
a victory for the Taliban and Al Qaida. This was because:

i) To leave an atrocity like September 11th to stand, and the
Al Qaida/Taliban entity unpunished, would be a massive polit-
ical and moral victory for the medievalist, feudal forces of
Islamic Fundamentalism and strengthen them immeasurably
against progressive working class and democratic forces in the
Muslim world. 

ii) To fail to prosecute a just war against Jihadi
Fundamentalism would also be a defeat for everyone who
identifies with modernity and progress, including, and espe-
cially the international working class. 

iii) The destruction of the totalitarian edifice of Taliban rule
was an absolute precondition for any form of social progress
in Afghanistan.

A clear statement that defeat for the Taliban regime and Al
Qaida—even at the hands of US imperialism—was therefore
to be welcomed.

Recognition that the Taliban regime was fundamentally an
inorganic Pakistan and Saudi imposed structure. Therefore,
there was no question of the Taliban’s war of self-defence
being an Afghan war of national liberation.

Denunciation of US imperialism for helping to foster and
build up Islamic Fundamentalism as an reactionary instrument
against the forces of social progress within the Muslim world.

Denunciation of US imperialism for its role in Afghanistan
after the USSR pullout, when it should have provided aid,
rather than supporting the forces of warlordism against the
Najibullah government.

Denunciation of the US and UK governments for failing to
provide the aid needed for the famine stricken and homeless
refugees who are now starving in the camps.

Refusal to give the US government carte blanche to extend
the war to countries like Iraq or Somalia.

Refusal to actively participate and build the Stop the War
Coalition. This organisation was a popular front for a Taliban
victory, driven by the ideologies of Islamic chauvinism, wool-
ly pacifism, rump Stalinist Third Worldism and disorientated
“left wing” cultural relativism. We should not participate in
and build a movement as distant from the politics of interna-
tional working class self-emancipation as the STWC is.

3. The focus of our internationalist intervention during the
war should have been solidarity with workers, women and
democrats in the Islamic world against fundamentalism and
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aid for the refugees. It is this idea that we should have taken to
the youth on the demonstrations along with patient ideological
work such as Capitalclasses that could educate them about the
real nature of capitalist globalisation and the revolutionary
potential of the working class.

Amendment 2/3: 

Bolshy

From TC

PROPOSAL to delete the following from the “No Sweat” doc-
ument:

“While it may be necessary to produce Bolshyusing older,
central organisers for a period, the perspective should be to
move towards a situation where new, genuine youth cadre,
take the responsibility for the production and editorial work. It
is important that Bolshymaintains a certain political level. Its
aim is to educate and allow youth some political space to
develop—to debate and write. Bolshyshould soon move from
being a literary exercise to being a youth organisation with a
paper. The prerequisites for this is: proper implementation of
the resolution on No Sweat; the active participation of our stu-
dent members.

Conference endorses the NC’s decision that Bolshybe pro-
duced every two months, with the intention of bring it out
monthly as soon as is practical and possible. The web site
should be re-organised and updated regularly.”

Delete all after the heading “Youth” and insert :
Producing a separate youth paper takes significant resources

away from the production of our other publications.
Using Bolshy, in its present form, as a tool for relating our

politics to youth is the equivalent of using a Dick van Dyke
chimney sweep in the Mile End Road or black face minstrels
in our anti-racist work. It is only that it is so inept that stops it
being insulting. Both the paper and the website should be
closed.

We should recognise that politically serious young adults
can be won to our politics on the basis of argument and exam-
ple. They are not children, we should not recruit children.

Young comrades will be particularly dominant in areas such
as Student work and no sweat, they should be educated and
encouraged to take leadership roles in this work. The day to
day work in this as in other areas should be controlled by frac-
tions or caucuses made up of those carrying out the work,
under the general political control of the NC.

AfS should carry coverage of this work. Regular columns in
fixed positions or some other mechanism should be developed
to give continuity and recognition. Young comrades should be
strongly encouraged and if necessary aided to write for the
paper and to take part in its debates.

None of the above should be allowed to detract from the fact
that we are a workers organisation and that we should make a
particular effort to attract and involve working class youth. As
well as involvement in campaigns like no sweat they should be
educated and encouraged to be active in their trades unions
and to take an active part in the development of our TU work.

Whilst a semi autonomous youth wing may be desirable in a
larger organisation and can become a pole of attraction for
politically uncommitted young rebels, in a small organisation
it can easily become both a drain on resourses and and a
clique. It can also disrupt organisational line for instance if
“youth” becomes a de facto synonym for student, the student
fraction is undermined by having its decisions taken elsewhere
and non student youth are isolated. This type of development
does not presuppose either malice or incompetence an accu-
mulation of small short cuts for greater efficiency by good
comrades attempting to work with greater urgency can do the
damage.

Younger comrades on average tend to have a greater facility
with the web and with email discussion groups. 

They should not only be encouraged to take an active role in

the development of these media for our politics they could and
should be schooling older comrades in the use of these tools.

When we have sufficient young comrades to honestly pro-
duce it, we should reconsider the question of a youth paper.

We should also consider that a dedicated No Sweat publica-
tion either a bulletin or a paper and/or a student paper would
be better focused and more coherent than a youth paper. There
is no reason to make the coverage in such publications too nar-
row. We could certainly have a student paper up and running,
written and produced by students a lot quicker than a youth
paper.

Any organisational scheme on its own will not turn young
rebels into revolutionary socialists, the political culture of the
group must be one of class consciousness, education, serious
debate, democracy and responsibility.

Amendment 3/3: 

No referendum campaign

From DN

IN Amendment 3/1 (see DB 225, p.7), delete existing point 1
and add:

a) We should advocate that the trade unions do everything
in their power to stop Blair’s privatisation drive. This should
involve more than simply funding socialist or working class
candidates that oppose Labour.

b) The unions should co-ordinate funding of strike action so
that unions like the PCS and the RMT are not left bankrupt by
having to fund long struggles against the government and the
privateers.

c) The unions should fund existing anti-privatisation cam-
paigns (such as Defend Council Housing) and seek to set up
new ones.

They should also fund pro-working class elements in the
anti-capitalist movement (such as No Sweat).

d) We should be in favour of unions pressurising local
authorities and/or parish councils into calling referendums on
specific privatisations.

Amendment 7/1: 

Socialist Forum

From JB

DELETE all and replace with:
We should argue within the SA to turn it into a Socialist

Forum, focused on the real Labour Movement without the illu-
sion of a militant working class desperate to follow a socialist
party. The one positive feature of the SA has been that it has
brought together socialists of different outlooks, several organ-
isations on the left and, most importantly, non-aligned people.
A Socialist Forum could also reach out to socialists in the
Labour Party, something the SA cannot presently do. It would-
n’t necessarily mean that electoral challenges to Labour were
totally ruled out in all situations, but they would have to be
based on genuine working class support. We may not convince
a majority of the SA to agree with us but, at the very least, it
would enable us to part company in a principled way, and it
could draw many more people into constructive political activ-
ity.

Appendix: major document presented in
discussion but not voted on

Renewal: The world
economy, the left and 
the war
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THE victory chariots of big capital are circling the stadium
again. “Terrorism” defeated! Big technology vindicated! Time
to press on with the new euro coinage and with the US govern-
ment’s plan for a Free Trade Area of the Americas!

As they enjoy the smugness reflected back to them by the
vast, manipulative, capitalist media industries, the internation-
al leaders of capital feel able to shrug at the murmurs at the
edges of the stadium. What about the civilians killed by the
US tonnage-from-the-sky war in Afghanistan? A careful
count, piecing together the fragments of information, gives a
total of over 3,700 already—more, then, than the number of
civilians killed on 11 September. What about the pauperisation
and turmoil which Argentina has been thrown into by ten
years as the prize pupil of the IMF and neo-liberal doctrine?
No, the global bosses are confident that the market will carry
all before it, smoothing out all wrinkles in due course—and
where it does not prevail by sheer dull momentum, the US Air
Force will do the job.

The major capitalist economies have been in recession in
2001—with results including drastic job losses in manufactur-
ing in Britain, and the biggest bankruptcy in US business his-
tory, Enron. However, a recession, unless either it becomes a
catastrophic meltdown, destroying major structures that the
bosses have come to rely on and cannot readily replace, or it
sparks the working class into large actions, is something the
capitalist classes can ride. The Financial Times, in January,
could see no more than a “dead-cat bounce” in the year ahead,
but summed up what the bourgeoisies’ attitude is, and will
continue to be unless the working class acts decisively:
“Recessions end. This one will be no exception”.

As we listen in the corners of the stadium, some of what we
hear gives comfort to the complacency and self-congratulation
in the arena. In their anger against today’s modes of oppres-
sion and exploitation, many of the dissenters and rebels are
making themselves ineffectual by looking for redress to the
forces of yesterday’s modes of oppression and exploitation—
to the Taliban, to Hamas, to Saddam Hussein, to Milosevic, or
to the Europhobes.

Rebellion always starts off “negative”. As Lassalle put it,
every great action starts with the statement of what is. Every
revolt starts with the idea that what established power is doing
is intolerable and should be resisted. The shaping of a positive
alternative comes later.

We, as Marxists, have a positive alternative.
If that fact leads us into a too-”knowing”, too-”superior”,

stand-offish attitude to “negative” rebels who say frankly that
they know that the USA’s war in Afghanistan, or the IMF’s
work in Argentina, should be resisted, but don’t know what
the alternative is, then we make ourselves sterile. Unless the
positive alternative is something that people can be brought
towards “organically” on the basis of their instinctive “nega-
tive” rebellion against the established system, then it will
never become reality.

On the left today, however, there is “negativism” of a differ-
ent sort, “negativism” which has become a worked-out ideo-
logical scheme—the “negativism” of groups who consider
themselves Marxist but interpret Marxism as a scheme which
shows them how, through the subtleties of history, obviously
reactionary forces, just by coming into conflict with the big
powers, can serve working-class advance.

Among the vocal rebels in the victory stadium of big capi-
tal, we find many who believe that support for such forces can
somehow be the first step in an “anti-imperialist united front”.
That socialists can use the demagogues as a first battering-ram
against imperialism, and then be able to vault over the ruins
into the realm of workers’ emancipation.

They are wrong. The battering ram of the demagogues will
batter the socialists and the working class before it ever does
any serious damage to imperialist power.

Under the victory stadium, however, another sort of rebel-
lion is brewing. The working class is more numerous world-
wide than ever before. Assaying the statistics is difficult, but
probably the organised working-class movement in all its
forms combined is also larger on a world scale than ever

before.
The working class, by its basic economic position, is

brought sooner or later into class struggle. France, Indonesia,
South Korea and other countries have confirmed that truth in
recent years. Behind the noisy flag-wavers in Argentina, there
are a strong unemployed movement—organised round class
demands—and important class-militant sectors in the trade-
union movement which oppose the unions’ corrupt Peronist
mainstream leadership. Working-class struggle, once its has
developed sufficient momentum, pushes workers towards
organising for and in the cause of solidarity, and eventually
towards generalising that principle of solidarity into politics.
Indonesia and South Korea illustrate that trend, too, even if
only tentatively. Today we see the government, and the capi-
talist press, in Britain, in considerable alarm at even small
beginnings of the revival of working-class industrial militancy
(rail, civil service, post).

Our conception of the struggle for socialism is the one that
Karl Marx argued in 1850, as he sought to reorient the
Communist League.

“We tell the workers: If you want to change conditions and
make yourselves capable of government, you will have to
undergo fifteen, twenty, fifty years of civil war”—accompa-
nied by, so Marx took for granted and would himself under-
take, fifteen, twenty, fifty years of ardent work of education
and self-education by the revolutionary activists. “Now they
are told: We must come to power immediately or we might as
well go to sleep.

“The word ‘proletariat’ has been reduced to a mere phrase,
like the word ‘people’ was by the democrats. 

“To make this phrase a reality one would have to declare the
entire petty bourgeoisie to be proletarians, i.e., de facto repre-
sent the petty bourgeoisie and not the proletariat. In place of
actual revolutionary development one would have to adopt the
revolutionary phrase”.

“Actual revolutionary development”—working to develop,
educate and organise the real subversive forces generated
within capitalist development itself, rather than relying on “the
revolutionary phrase”—and politics which represent the prole-
tariat (working-class) independently, rather than some sup-
posed common interest of “the people” in general—those are
our guidelines.

Every attempt at a Marxist assessment involves three differ-
ent angles of vision: the “evolutionary”, the “structuralist”,
and the “voluntarist”.

“Voluntarism” means seeing society as a product of human
will, and therefore capable of being remade by human will.

It is part of the truth. “Men [and women] make their own
history”, wrote Marx. But Marx also explained why it is only
part of the truth.

“Men [and women] make their own history, but not of their
own free will; not under circumstances they themselves have
chosen but under the given and inherited circumstances with
which they are directly confronted. The tradition of the dead
generations weighs like a nightmare on the brain of the liv-
ing”.

Human society is a product of human actions—but it is the
composite result of a vast variety of human actions, pursuing
different and often conflicting aims, over centuries and millen-
nia past. For the individual or group in society today, that
result exists as an objective “structure”. Our productive forces
(technology) today present themselves to us as material facts.
We are involved in wage-labour, in the working class—and in
the class struggle, one way or another—more or less willy-
nilly.

Society is thus a structure. Marx emphasised this in another
argument which seems at first sight to contradict the idea that
men and women make our own history.

“In the social production of their existence, men [and
women] inevitably enter into definite relations, which are
independent of their will, namely relations of production
appropriate to a given stage in the development of the material
forces of production. The totality of these relations of produc-
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tion constitutes the economic structure of society, the real
foundation, on which arises a legal and political superstructure
and to which correspond definite forms of social conscious-
ness. The mode of production of material life conditions the
general process of social, political and intellectual life. It is not
the consciousness of men [and women] that determines their
existence, but their social existence that determines their con-
sciousness”.

However, the structures are not fixed. There is contradic-
tion, conflict, movement in them. They evolve. Thus, to con-
tinue the quote from Marx:

“At a certain stage of development, the material productive
forces of society come into conflict with the existing relations
of production… Then begins an era of social revolution”.

Is the evolution of the structures, and their development
towards revolutionary reversal, a “natural law”, operating
through large “objective” trends, with human consciousness
merely a reflection of those trends? In some writings Marx,
exaggerating his polemic against the socialists who saw social-
ism as an ideal to be made reality at any time, in any circum-
stances, just by an effort of socialist will, seemed to suggest
that it was.

“My standpoint, from which the evolution of the economic
formation of society is viewed as a process of natural history,
can less than any other make the individual responsible for
relations whose creature he socially remains, however much
he may subjectively raise himself above them”.

But Marx would not have forgotten what Engels wrote back
in 1844:

“History does nothing, it… wages no battles. It is man [and
woman], real living man, that does all that, that… fights; ‘his-
tory’ is not a person apart, using man as a means for its own
particular aims; history is nothing but the activity of man pur-
suing his aims”.

And Engels would repeat the point later:
“According to the materialist conception of history, the ulti-

mately determining factor in history is the production and
reproduction of real life. Neither Marx nor I have ever asserted
more than this. Hence if somebody twists this into saying that
the economic factor is the only determining one, he transforms
that proposition into an meaningless, abstract, absurd phrase.
The economic situation is the basis, but the various elements
of the superstructure—political forms of the class struggle and
its results… and especially the reflections of all these real
struggles in the brains of the participants…—also exercise
their influence upon the course of the historical struggles and
in many cases determine their form in particular…

“One point… Marx and I always failed to stress enough in
our writings… In the first instance we… laid, and were bound
to lay, the main emphasis on the derivation of political, juridi-
cal and other ideological notions, and of actions arising
through the medium of these notions, from basic economic
facts. But at the same time we have on account of the content
neglected the formal side—the manner in which these notions,
etc. come about…

“Connected with this is the fatuous notion of the ideologists
that because we deny an independent historical development
to the various ideological spheres which play a part in history
we also deny them any effect upon history… Once an historic
element has been brought into the world by other, ultimately
economic causes, it reacts… on its environment and even on
the causes that have given rise to it”.

Indeed, at certain points of conflict, elements of “conscious-
ness” which have been determined by the material forces of
production only indirectly and through a long chain of interac-
tions can tip outcomes one way or another, changing the
course of history in a very large way.

In a rounded Marxist view, the three angles of vision, “vol-
untarist”, “structuralist”, and “evolutionary” are integrated; but
it is a recurrent pattern for actual attempts at Marxist analysis
to flake off into one-sidedness.

Specifically, the common cod-Trotskyist view that capitalist
development long ago reached the end of its tether leads to a

“structuralist” one-sidedness. The idea that we reached, not the
end of history, but the end of capitalist history at least, some
time ago, leaves us frozen in “capitalism-at-the-end-of-its-teth-
er” structures—“the crisis”; “imperialism” forbidding any sub-
stantial economic development in most of the world; the work-
ing class simmering in pent-up revolutionary rage, awaiting
only a “new leadership” to explode.

This one-sidedness arises from the conversion into fixed
dogma and flattening-out into a supposedly long-term stable
assessment of Trotsky’s provisional, stretched-to-its-limits
world picture of the late 1930s—“degenerated workers’ state”
in the USSR in a paroxysm of imminent collapse one way or
another; capitalism at a dead end; everything hinged round a
“crisis of leadership” which would decide whether incipient
mass working-class revolt would go one way or another.

As its necessary counterpart, in order to stop it collapsing
into frozen despair, this one-sided “structuralism” evokes an
equally one-sided “voluntarism”, the idea that “building a new
leadership”, by sheer act of will, outside all connection with
the evolutionary processes in the broad labour movement, will
flip us from “the crisis” into “revolution”.

Against that, we fight to reinstate the rights of the long view
and of the “evolutionary” angle of vision. For us, building a
revolutionary party is as vital as it is for the cod-Trotskyists;
but for us, it is integrated with, and the essential agency of, a
broad strategy for transforming the whole labour movement,
from bottom to top.

Our stance leads us to two chief guiding concepts: working-
class political independence (or “the Third Camp”), and con-
sistent democracy. These conclusions are, to borrow Marx’s
words, “in no way based on ideas or principles that have been
invented, or discovered, by this or that would-be universal
reformer. They merely express, in general terms, actual rela-
tions springing from an existing class struggle, from a histori-
cal movement going on under our very eyes”. Yet to raise
those concepts from implicit expression of the real subversive
developments within capitalism to explicit guideline for a self-
aware, transformed, working-class movement, requires relent-
less activity. That is our task.

It is a task discharged, in the first place and irreplaceably, by
the simplest everyday agitation: unequivocal ardour and ener-
gy for the workers’ cause in every actual class struggle,
unequivocal preaching of class hatred against the bourgeoisie.
Our Marxist critical sense becomes prissy pedantry if it dis-
places or obscures our necessary everyday denunciation of the
horrors of capitalism and advocacy of a democratic, libertari-
an, cooperative, egalitarian, in short, socialist, alternative.

But our task is also discharged in more complex ways, by
analysis, education, and more or less intricate organisation and
tactics.

The path based on “actual revolutionary development”
rather than “the revolutionary phrase” is not always the easi-
est. And when it is hard, there is pressure to slip back into “the
revolutionary phrase”, or away into a supercilious and sectari-
an attitude. Some episodes from the past may throw instructive
light on problems we have faced with rallying ourselves for
active engagement in the Afghanistan anti-war movement and
in the “new anti-capitalist” movement.

Louis Althusser was the most prominent intellectual of the
French Communist Party from the 1960s until he was incar-
cerated in a mental hospital after murdering his wife. A profes-
sor of philosophy, he was never really oppositional in the
Communist Party, but he cultivated a stance of promoting a
more “scientific” Marxism, free from the “humanism” and
“empiricism” contaminating more everyday variants. He was
hugely influential not only in the Communist Parties, but also
among Maoists and even some Trotskyists. (Alex Callinicos of
the SWP, for example, acknowledges Althusser as his men-
tor). Even today, the academic left is thick with Althusserians,
neo-Althusserians and post-Althusserians.

One of the most important critiques of Althusser was writ-
ten by the great historian E P Thompson, a former member of
the British Communist Party who had left the CP in 1956 in
rebellion against the USSR’s suppression of the Hungarian
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revolution. Although he never worked through such questions
as the Popular Front, Thompson tried seriously to find a new
anti-Stalinist socialist politics. Althusser’s theories, so
Thompson asserted and tried to demonstrate, were high-sound-
ing apparatuses for sustaining Stalinist thought-patterns in the
era, after 1956, when simple faith in Stalin and the USSR no
longer had sway.

Thompson was understandably repulsed by the rise of shrill
Maoism, semi-Maoism, and cod-Trotskyism in the left after
1968, the sort of ideologies for which Althusser’s “structural-
ism” could serve as philosophical apparatus. In his foreword to
the book in which he published his critique of Althusser, he
wrote of “a sense of isolation into which a number of us were
thrust in those years [late 1960s and early 1970s]. However
much the modes changed (and they changed very fast), reason-
ing was not one of them. It was a time for reason to sulk in its
tent…

“We remained identified with the Left… But at the same
time much of this Left did not want our arguments and was
developing ideas, attitudes and practices inimical to the ratio-
nal, libertarian and egalitarian principles to which we were
committed. If one offered to argue, one was answered, not
with argument, but with labels (‘moralism’, ‘empiricism’, ‘lib-
eral’ illusions)… which foreclosed further argument.

“It was a real sense of isolation and even of alienation from
some part of that New Left and from much of that ‘Marxism’
which must explain the… tone… [and] the failure of some of
us to maintain an active political presence correlative to our
theoretical positions”.

Understandable. But Thompson himself, when he returned
to active politics, returned not as an advocate of the rounded
politics he avowed in 1978—“libertarian Communism, or…
Socialism which is both democratic and revolutionary in its
means” with “a continuing and unequivocal critique of every
aspect of the Stalinist legacy”—but only as a single-issue cam-
paigner (European Nuclear Disarmament).

There may have been something of the same with the
“Shachtmanites” in the USA when they “sulked in their tent”
out of “alienation from the New Left”—and camped their tent
instead on the terrain of AFL-CIO and Democratic Party
machine politics.

To be driven into “sulking”—alienated both from the capi-
talist triumphalists, and the rebels of “the revolutionary
phrase”—is easy but self-destructive. We should learn from
the fate of Thompson and the “Shachtmanites”. Positive, criti-
cal, and even patient engagement—even when confronted with
“labels that foreclose argument”—is essential for revolution-
ary politics.

To help guide us in the process of renewing ourselves, so
that we can help renew the labour movement, which in turn
will renew the world, this document takes up various ques-
tions.

In the first section, it reviews the world economy today, try-
ing to give us a realistic and up-to-date analysis of the actual
developments in place of “frozen categories”.

A second section surveys the left internationally in the light
of the Afghanistan war. The third focuses on the tasks of
Marxist renewal—that is, on how we transform our general
stance into, not just a broad educative influence in the labour
movement, but an active factor towards regrouping the fight-
ers, rebels and revolutionaries as an effective force.

The fourth and fifth sections narrow the focus still further,
reviewing our activity over the period since our last confer-
ence and laying down broad lines for our work in the coming
period. Those broad indications must of course be read togeth-
er with the other documents for conference which deal in
detail with specific areas of activity.

The world economy
Since 1991 the world has been restructured. Many of the

developments are continuations of long-standing trends, but
their acceleration and combination is new.

The old European colonial empires were broken down

between the 1940s and 1975 — 1989 if we include the
Russian Stalinist empire—by a combination of emancipation
struggles in the colonies and US pressure (quiet and diplomat-
ic, but steady) for their breaking-down. The USA’s prime con-
cern then was to maintain its world sphere of influence—with-
in which, on the whole, it was confident that US capital would
prevail through market forces by superior economic clout—
against the USSR’s ultra-monopolistic imperium.

In pursuit of that strategy, the USA waged or sponsored
many wars and coups to stop peoples “going communist”—
Korea, Indochina, Indonesia, Chile, Nicaragua, etc.—bloodier
than most of the military actions of the old European colonial
imperialism. Until about the 1970s it maintained a semi-colo-
nial hold over much of Central America.

Since 1991 an “imperialism of free trade”, with the USA as
the strongest economic and military centre within it, has
expanded to embrace almost the whole world.

The change is not only political. We have a world made up
almost entirely of capitalist states integrated into the world
market in complex and multi-faceted ways. They include sub-
stantial sectors integrated into complex production networks
stretching over several countries.

Until recent decades, many or most of the less-developed
countries were feudalistic regimes, colonies, semi-colonies
(sometimes, the colonial or semi-colonial rule imposed
because the big power most interested could not secure a reli-
able pro-capitalist government otherwise), or, in the later 20th
century, Stalinist states. The pattern of world trade was one of
raw materials being exported from less capitalistically devel-
oped countries to the metropolis in Western Europe or the
USA, most of manufacturing industry being based in the
metropolis, and manufactured goods being exported back to
the less capitalistically developed countries.

That pattern has pretty much broken down. All but the very
poorest states have more bourgeois ruling-class substance
behind them. They are integrated into the world market.
Manufactured goods predominate in world trade, and in the
exports of less capitalistically developed countries. The
biggest exporter of bulk raw materials is the USA, the most
developed country.

There has been an enormous cheapening and speeding-up of
transport and communications. Almost anything that can be
traded, can be traded internationally. There are very few items
for which the cost of transporting them internationally is pro-
hibitive. This is also the era of mass international air travel,
mass international telephone communication, and the Internet.

The wage-working class, defined as those who sell their
labour-power to capital and are exploited by capital, together
with the children and retired people of that class, is probably
the majority of the world’s population for the first time ever.

It is difficult to say precisely, because in many countries
many people are ‘semi-proletarians’ who have bits of jobs or
casual jobs and subsist partly on wage-labour and partly on
begging or petty trade. Nevertheless, there has been a tremen-
dous expansion of wage-labour. Indonesia, which is one of the
world’s less capitalistically-developed countries, a country
where many people live not far from malnutrition or starva-
tion, has probably a higher proportion of wage-labour than
Germany did in 1918, when the Bolsheviks would cite it as the
epitome of a highly-developed capitalist country.

The USA is the world’s only superpower; but this is a world
of politically independent capitalist states, and of international
structures (UN, IMF, WTO, EU) gaining more clout than
before. States, far from fading away, act vigorously to reshape
and adapt economies, but with world markets in view rather
than self-sufficient national plans. Money-capital flies round
the world faster than ever, international investment and con-
tracting-out increase, and many more countries have become
significantly industrialised, but the world becomes more
unequal, not more uniform. The working class is greatly
enlarged, and there are probably more workers in independent
trade unions than ever before in history, but the world has
been reshaped by ruling classes militant against labour move-
ments defeated or thrown into political disarray between the
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late 1970s and 1991—with privatisations, welfare cuts, anti-
union laws.

Under this “imperialism of free trade”, world markets—not
just markets in goods and services, but, as important, credit
markets—create vast and increasing inequalities. They convey
the choicest fruits of the world’s labour to the billionaires in
“highly concentrated command points in the organisation of
the world economy… a new type of city… the global city…
New York, London, Los Angeles, Tokyo… The more glob-
alised the economy becomes, the higher the agglomeration of
central functions in a relatively few sites, that is, the global
cities” (Saskia Sassen). They are regulated by the IMF, the
WTO, the World Bank—international institutions dominated
by the ruling classes centred in those “global cities”.

At every stage of market haggling—who gets contracts,
where investment is sited and on what terms, which trade bar-
riers remain (as they do, lower than in the past, but still there,
including around the most ruthlessly “free-trading” states, like
the USA), who gets loans on what terms, how debt will be
repaid—economic, political, diplomatic and military might
skews the scales.

Capitalist classes grab their loot, as Marx put it, through
“the dull compulsion of economic relations” instead of the
politico-personal dependence which underpins exploitation in
feudal, tribute-paying, and slave systems. Yet they need much
larger establishments of police, standing armies, and state
bureaucrats than the previous exploiting classes. So also the
imperialism of free trade is policed by larger military
machines than the old imperialism of giant colonial empires
(outside world war).

The core exploitative mechanisms are those embedded in
free trade itself.

In his speech On The Question Of Free Trade, Marx
explained: “What is free trade under the present condition of
society? It is freedom of capital… Gentlemen! Do not allow
yourselves to be deluded by the abstract word freedom. Whose
freedom? It is not the freedom of one individual in relation to
another, but the freedom of capital to crush the worker…

“We have shown what sort of brotherhood free trade begets
between the different classes of one and the same nation. The
brotherhood which free trade would established between the
nations of the earth would hardly be more fraternal. To call
cosmopolitan exploitation universal brotherhood is an idea
that could only be engendered in the brain of the bourgeoisie.
All the destructive phenomena which unlimited competition
gives rise to within one country are reproduced in more gigan-
tic proportions on the world market…

“We are told that free trade would create an international
division of labour, and thereby give to each country the pro-
duction which is most in harmony with its natural advantages.

“You believe perhaps, gentlemen, that the production of
coffee and sugar is the natural destiny of the West Indies. Two
centuries ago, nature, which does not trouble herself about
commerce, had planted neither sugar-cane nor coffee trees
there. And it may be that in less than half a century you will
find there neither coffee nor sugar, for the East Indies, by
means of cheaper production, have already successfully com-
bated this alleged natural destiny of the West Indies…

“One other thing must never be forgotten, namely, that, just
as everything has become a monopoly, there are also nowa-
days some branches of industry which dominate all the others,
and secure to the nations which most largely cultivate them the
command of the world market…

“If the free traders cannot understand how one nation can
grow rich at the expense of another, we need not wonder, since
these same gentlemen also refuse to understand how within
one country one class can enrich itself at the expense of anoth-
er”.

Vast pauperisation, abrupt destruction of social safeguards,
arrogant domination by a few billionaires—that is the imperi-
alism of free trade, as destructive as the old colonial empires,
and maybe in a more widespread and drastic way.

The path of battle for which it creates the basis, and which

can effectively point beyond it to a better future, is workers’
control, the political economy of the working class, the estab-
lishment of worldwide social standards and rights by interna-
tional working-class action, and the struggle for worldwide
socialist revolution.

Every right of national self-determination, every other broad
democratic right, is an important stepping stone for that battle.

If, however, we misidentify the mechanisms of capitalist
market exploitation as merely operations of privilege secured
by political and military means; if we shut our eyes to, or mis-
understand, what is new about the modern imperialism of free
trade; if we interpret it as just a slightly different form of the
old imperialism of colonial empires—then we will go wrong.

To rid a nation of colonial rule is a step forward. To with-
draw a national economy from the world market is a step
backwards.

Where countries are “almost entirely outside the circuits of
global trade and capital flows”, then, as the US Marxist writer
Doug Henwood notes, the “exclusion contributes greatly to
[their] extreme poverty and social disintegration. As the econ-
omist Joan Robinson once said, under capitalism, ‘the misery
of being exploited by capitalists is nothing compared to the
misery of not being exploited at all’.” Marx himself, back in
1848, followed his critique of free trade with a warning. “Do
not imagine, gentlemen, that in criticising freedom of trade we
have the least intention of defending the system of protection”.
Where tariffs and trade restrictions served rational capitalist
purposes, explained Marx, they were only a means for a gov-
ernment to help local capitalists develop sufficient scale to
enter the world market. Otherwise, they were conservative
measures, in contrast to which free trade, by pushing forward
the contradictions of capitalist production, would hasten the
social revolution.

Economic isolationism is a step backwards as against the
world market. To support it as anti-imperialist is to try to rally
the working class behind bourgeois policies—only backward-
looking, obsolete, failed bourgeois policies.

Another regressive policy can appear as anti-imperialist if
we naively assimilate the modern imperialism of free trade to
the older imperialism of colonial empires. We might call such
attempts by smaller powers to offset their weak position on the
larger canvass of the world economy by small-scale regional
conquests “paleo-imperialism”. (The prefix “paleo” signifies
an earlier or previous form of something; thus “paleolithic”
pertains to the earlier Stone Age, and “neolithic” to the later
Stone Age).

Those conquests may be condoned or endorsed by the big
powers: Indonesia in East Timor, Turkey in Cyprus, Morocco
in the Western Sahara, Serbia in Kosova until 1999. Or they
may bring the smaller power into conflict with bigger powers:
Argentina against Britain over the Falklands, Libya against
France over Chad, Iraq against the USA over Kuwait, Serbia
against the USA in 1999 when Milosevic’s reckless brutality
threatened to destabilise the whole region, the jihadis of an
imagined new totalitarian-Islamist empire against the USA
today.

But paleo-imperialism does not cease to be reactionary
when it comes into conflict with a bigger power, any more
than a small capitalist exploiter is converted into a philan-
thropist by a competitive tussle with a big corporation.

The “venerable disguise and borrowed language” of previ-
ous anti-colonial struggles (the phrase is Marx’s, from his crit-
icism of the French radicals in 1848 who saw themselves as
re-running the fight against entrenched feudalistic monarchy
and aristocracy from 1793-5 when in fact they were contend-
ing with bourgeois society)—that “venerable disguise and bor-
rowed language” cannot well guide our battles against the new
imperialism of free trade. It will lead us not forward, but back-
wards—into supporting turn-back-the-clock economic isola-
tionism, or endorsing the paleo-imperialism of Galtieri (mili-
tary dictator of Argentina at the time of the Falklands war),
Saddam, Milosevic, or Osama bin Laden. It will turn us away
from independent working-class politics to rally us behind
whatever enemy of our enemy seems strong and strident.
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Construed logically, it implies a policy of seeking to establish
“anti-imperialist” ghettos on the margins of the world market.

Much of the recent discussion on imperialism among the
Marxist-book-reading classes has revolved around Michael
Hardt’s and Toni Negri’s book Empire. Negri was a leading
writer of the so-called “workerist” ultra-left in Italy in the
early 1970s, and is now in jail, framed up on charges of assist-
ing the “Red Brigades” terrorists; Hardt is an American acade-
mic. There is a lot wrong with their book, but it also contains
many truths, well stated: “Any proposition of a particular com-
munity in isolation, defined in racial, religious or regional
terms, ‘delinked’ from Empire, shielded from its powers by
fixed boundaries, is destined to end up as a kind of ghetto”—
whereas nations could and did liberate themselves by “delink-
ing” from the British or French empires and become not ghet-
tos but more freely and flexibly linked to the rest of the world.

The “venerable disguise and borrowed language” would
also lock us into a political ghetto. Doug Henwood sums it up
in arguing against the loose thinking that equates “globalisa-
tion” and “imperialism”, and then—since globalisation, broad-
ly defined, covers more or less everything—can take almost
every dispute as generated by or directed against globalisa-
tion/imperialism.

“What is the relationship between globalisation and terror-
ism (even loosely and imprecisely defined)? The buzz [at a US
leftist conference] was that terrorism is the product of margin-
alisation and poverty, and marginalisation and poverty the
products of globalisation. But are things really that simple?
Latin America and East Asia, two of the regions most trans-
formed by global economic forces over the last two decades,
have produced no terrorists of note…

“Speakers frequently cited longstanding US geopolitical
goals as lurking behind the war. This is undeniably true.
Washington’s war strategy is not motivated by tenderness for
the people of Afghanistan. For all the professions of concern
about the abuse of women under the Taliban, George W Bush
and his cronies haven’t been born-again as feminists. But there
was little serious acknowledgement that we were attacked, and
that some US response was inevitable and even justified.
Recognising that doesn’t mean assent to Bush’s version of a
response, though lots of people in the peace movement seem
to fear it does.

But anyone who wants to speak to an audience beyond the
small circle of believers has to consider these questions seri-
ously”.

Some Marxist writers perceive well what is new in the
world economy, but then add a twist at the end of their argu-
ment which almost cancels out the perception. Ellen Wood
writes (Monthly Review, July 1999): “Today, capitalism is all
but universal. Capitalist laws of motion, the logic of capital-
ism, has penetrated ever deeper into the societies of advanced
capitalism and spatially throughout the world…

“But to say that capitalism is universal is not to say that all,
or even most, capital is transnational… We still have national
economies, national states, nationally based capital, even
nationally based transnationals. It hardly needs to be added
that international agencies of capital, like the IMF or the
World Bank, are above all agents of specific national capitals,
and derive whatever powers of enforcement they have from
nation-states—both the imperial states that command them
and the subordinate states that carry out their orders…

“If anything, the universalisation of capitalism has also
meant, or at least been accompanied by, the universalisation of
the nation-state. Global capitalism is more than ever a global
system of national states, and the universalisation of capital-
ism is presided over by nation-states, especially one hegemon-
ic superpower”.

Wood notes that “imperialism today is no longer a matter of
direct colonial domination”. The change is more than the same
“colonial domination” being indirect instead of direct, or
“semi-colonial” or “neo-colonial” relations, different in super-
ficial form but not in real content, replacing the old colonial
ones. The great struggles for colonial independence were not
shams or wasted time! The big-power militarism of today

“doesn’t generally have territorial ambitions, and generally
leaves nation-states in place. Its objective is not hegemony
over specific colonies with identifiable geographic boundaries
but boundless hegemony over the global economy”.

But, in a peroration, Wood arrives at a definition of modern
imperialist militarism as signifying something very like the
creation of a new US colonial empire.

“So instead of absorbing or annexing territory, this imperial-
ist militarism typically uses massive displays of violence to
assert the dominance of global capital—which really means
exercising the military power of specific nation-states to assert
the dominance of capital based in a few nation-states, or one in
particular, the United States, enforcing its freedom to navigate
the global economy without hindrance”.

David McNally, a dissident Canadian co-thinker of the SWP
and an academic Marxist writer of some repute, does the busi-
ness of recognising changes in the world only in order to con-
clude that all remains much the same in more short-cut way,
typical of many other writers.

“After 1945, a new form of American-based imperialism
emerged. This new imperialism was not founded on direct mil-
itary and political control of other parts of the world. In fact,
the US saw advantages in letting the countries of the colonial
world de-colonise and declare political independence. For
American capitalism was now intent on dominating the world
economy through a new network of multinational corporations
and global agencies, like the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and the World Bank, designed to protect and support
them”.

The shortest answer to such presentations is to ask how the
victory of Saddam Hussein or Milosevic or Osama bin Laden
could in any way diminish or lighten the global domination of
big capital over the working people. It could not.

Wood’s and McNally’s perorations are also analytically
skewed. By what logic does McNally present multinational
corporations as devoted not to profit but to patriotism, not pur-
suing the accumulation of capital but acting only as agencies
of the disembodied domination-desiring force, “American cap-
italism”? Does Wood really mean that the rule of capital,
world-wide, is so forcefully challenged that it can be main-
tained against a socialist threat only by direct military force?
Or does she mean that US military action aims to secure free
navigation to US-based capital, but exclude capital headquar-
tered in other countries?

In fact capitalist states have been queuing up to join the IMF
and the WTO.

The IMF needs no US Marines to enforce its plans. A gov-
ernment which refuses gets no more loans. That is enough.
The WTO has never called on the US military to make China
join up.

Marxists should be the last to underestimate the power of
capitalist market forces to “batter down all Chinese walls”, as
Marx put it in the Communist Manifesto.

The rule of capital—and within that, the advantage of the
biggest, wealthiest corporations, with the best bargaining posi-
tions—works through the “dull compulsion of economic rela-
tions”. And in a world of “universalised” capitalism, the US
government knows that trying to impose US military occupa-
tions or governor-generals is an expensive, risky and fragile
method of providing the assistance it has to provide to US-
based corporations in the world market. When there are capi-
talist states in every country, or at least in every economically
important country, with a sufficient bourgeois class basis to
ensure a minimum of regularity in functioning by capitalist
criteria, then that assistance can be ensured much more cheap-
ly and reliably by market forces and para-market forces (hag-
gling over trade concessions and contracts, bargaining over
credit, bribery—at the limit, economic sanctions).

Their routine US “globocop” use of war or military action
since 1991 has essentially been to police the state fabric of the
world—to maintain a smooth network of capitalist states cov-
ering the earth’s surface, with gaps and “holes” only on the
margins. The military philosophy has been to apply intense
heat to weld shut any seams coming apart.
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It is brutal. It is conservative. It is arrogant. It is cynical. But
it is not colonialist. It is not creating a new “US empire” analo-
gous to the old British Empire.

Our basic stance is the one enounced by Trotsky: “We are
not a government party; we are the party of irreconcilable
opposition… Our tasks… we realise not through the medium
of bourgeois governments… but exclusively through the edu-
cation of the masses through agitation, through explaining to
the workers what they should defend and what they should
overthrow..” Even if we can surmise that a particular US
“globocop” action may—if all goes well, if there are no hidden
hitches—bring some improvement, on balance, we give no
credit in advance to big-capitalist power. We seek to educate
and mobilise the working class as an independent—which nec-
essarily means, oppositional—force.

That oppositional stance towards the USA is, however, dif-
ferent from positive support to the USA’s current military
adversary of the moment, the sort of positive support which
would in fact be mandatory for socialists if the conflicts were
really about the USA trying to build a new “US empire” and
diverse nations trying to stay free from it.

The US-sponsored Dayton Accords for Bosnia, of 1995,
gave the IMF the power to name the chief of that country’s
Central Bank. But even that was not essentially about making
Bosnia a “semi-colony” of the USA. The successive UN High
Representatives (effectively, governor-generals) there have
been a Swede, a Spaniard, and an Austrian. Neither Sweden,
nor Spain, nor Austria, nor the European Union as a whole, is
simply an extension of the US State Department.

Because of the huge force applied to limited aims, the USA
has won victories with very few casualties against Iraq, Serbia,
and the Taliban.

Never before in world history has a state won wars—large
wars, as measured by tons of firepower—with such small
casualties on its own side, let alone three wars in quick succes-
sion.

Such victories breed arrogance and the continuation of the
USA’s bloated militarisation, initially a carry-over from its 40-
odd-years confrontation with the USSR. They encourage the
US military to keep on expanding its “globocop” role until it
overreaches itself into a protracted war of high casualties on
both sides and political objectives which grow far beyond
seam-welding. It may be that the talked-about US attack on
Iraq to follow its war in Afghanistan will mark that moment of
overreaching.

There is no room for socialist complacency about, or credu-
lousness towards the humanitarian claims of, post-1991 US
international policy and world military doctrine. The huge US
military machine is a standing threat to any large-scale revolu-
tionary working-class movement. Despite Wood, the USA
might well revert to direct-colonial “territorial ambitions” in
the event of a serious threat to its oil supplies from Saudi
Arabia.

But all the qualifications should not obscure the basic shift
in world economics and politics.

Hardt and Negri’s much-discussed book Empirecontains
much hyperbole, show-off eclecticism, wilful obscurity, and
careless use of borrowed summary descriptions in place of
properly-assayed empirical study.

It claims that the nation-state has been eclipsed, though
Ellen Wood’s assessment—that nation-states are essential
agents in globalisation—corresponds much more to the facts.
It hastily assumes that “intellectual, immaterial and commu-
nicative labour power”, as against “mass factory work”, has
become central to capital, and concludes that the “industrial
working class has all but disappeared from view”. Its passages
looking back on 20th century history lack critical understand-
ing of Stalinism. It blandly celebrates any sort of dissent or
opting-out by “the proletariat” or “the multitude” as revolu-
tionary resistance—a thought which contradicts the book’s
own critique of localism and autarkism, and its recognition of
the importance of the “new needs, desires and demands”, the
“new desire for liberation”, generated by the movement of
millions formerly peasants into modern capitalist production.

Its peculiar coinage—the term “Empire”, not “an Empire”
or “the Empire”, for the modern world order—is unhelpful.

Nevertheless, it states some important truths with elo-
quence.

The old imperialism of colonial and semi-colonial empires
was, as Hardt and Negri put it, “a machine of global striation,
channelling, coding, and territorialising the flows of capital,
blocking certain flows and encouraging others”. In contrast,
they define the present era as “the realisation of the world mar-
ket and the real subsumption of global society under capital”,
which “requires a smooth space of uncoded and deterritori-
alised flows”.

At least erratically, they recognise that the “smooth space”
is very far from flat. “The decentralisation and global dispersal
of productive processes and sites, which is characteristic of the
postmodernisation or informatisation of the economy, pro-
vokes a corresponding centralisation of the control overpro-
duction… The geographical dispersal of manufacturing has
created a demand for increasingly centralised management and
planning, and also for a new centralisation of specialised pro-
ducer services, especially financial services. Financial and
trade-related services in a few key cities (such as New York,
London and Tokyo) manage and direct the global networks of
production”.

There are centres—but centres in a mobile, constantly-read-
justed, hierarchy, not fixed headquarters of decree. “The com-
ing Empire is not American and the United States is not its
centre”. “It might appears as if the United States were the new
Rome, or a cluster of new Romes: Washington (the bomb),
New York (money), and Los Angeles (ether). Any such terri-
torial conception of imperial space, however, is continually
destabilised by the fundamental flexibility [and] mobility… at
the core of the imperial apparatus”.

“Empire cannot be resisted by a project aimed at a limited,
local autonomy. We cannot move back to any previous social
form, nor move forward in isolation. Rather, we must push
through Empire to come out the other side…The multitude, in
its will to be-against and its desire for liberation, must push
through Empire to come out the other side”.

The world is not an American empire. In the first place,
what of the other big capitalist powers? The European Union?
Japan? We can well understand how they might support the
US military machine to weld the seams and clamp shut the
rips in the fabric of state authorities which the imperialism of
free trade needs as walkways (and, of course, repay the USA
with financial and diplomatic concessions elsewhere).

But why ever should the European Union and Japan help the
USA to make the world the USA’s rather than theirs? Why,
for example, should the European Union support the USA
actively in the Kosova war of 1999 if the real purpose of that
war was—as the Marxist economist Gugliemo Carchedi
improbably argues—to establish US hegemony against any
EU threat and prevent the euro ousting the dollar as world
money?

Is that there really is a single global big-capitalist class of
which the US, EU and Japanese states are only duplicate rep-
resentations? That the real differences between them are so
small that they can delegate the USA to be their empire-mak-
ing agency just as the US ruling class can delegate the
Pentagon and the State Department for that job?

Repeated trade conflicts disprove that thesis. In any case, if
there were a global big-capitalist class, it would have signifi-
cant minority representation from countries outside the USA,
Japan and the European Union. Of the 500 top firms outside
the USA, listed by Forbes magazine for 2001, some 58 are
headquartered in poorer countries, from South Korea, Brazil
and Mexico through China and India to Singapore and
Taiwan. And many smaller capitalist firms have their interests
closely tied up with the bigger firms for whom they are con-
tractors or suppliers.

If the US military is acting as imperialist agent for the glob-
al big-capitalist class, then the empire it is enforcing is that of
big capital, not of the USA.

The thesis of the world being an American empire can only
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be upheld on the argument that not only the ex-colonies and
the poorer countries are now semi-colonies of the USA, but
the European Union and Japan too.

Politically, this argument would lead into crass nationalism
in every country except the USA. Economically and empirical-
ly it is unsustainable.

Not so long ago, in the 1980s, US bourgeois opinion was all
aflame at the supposedly near prospect of Japanese capital
“taking over” the USA and ousting US-headquartered capital
from global leadership. Whatever the causes of Japanese capi-
tal’s poor 1990s—over-adaptation for success in the previous
era, and consequent difficulties of adjustment, form one expla-
nation—they are certainly nothing that the USA has “done to”
Japan, by way of war or otherwise. Giovanni Arrighi, a per-
ceptive researcher into long trends of capitalist development,
still reckons that US domination is declining.

The USA became a debtor nation in 1989 and the level of
debt has grown in every subsequent year. At the end of 2000 it
stood at $2.2 trillion. Japan is the world’s top creditor nation,
with a net foreign asset position of more than US$860 billion
(late 2001).

Have wars like those in the Gulf, Kosova, and Afghanistan
been fought for “US domination”? Yes and no.

All wars are fought for domination, even if sometimes only
for the domination of a nation over its own territory. 

If the US is fighting for domination in a particular war, it
can very well also be true that its adversary—Iraq, Serbia, the
Taliban and Al Qaeda—is also fighting for domination, and
not just for domination in the sense of national self-determina-
tion.

The USA obviously reckons on coming out of wars with its
military and diplomatic authority enhanced. But working-class
internationalism does not mean supporting our weaker ene-
mies against our stronger enemies. The socialist commitment
to equality does not mean that we feel an obligation to boost
our weaker enemies and bring them closer to equality with our
stronger enemies!

As Hardt and Negri put it: “Globalisation must be met with
a counter-globalisation, Empire with a counter-Empire”.

And the elements of that counter-Empire are constantly cre-
ated by “Empire” itself.

The working-class movement is battered by the setbacks
and disappointments of the 1970s and 1980s, by drastic indus-
trial restructuring rammed through in their wake which has
destroyed old bastions of organisation, and by political per-
plexity following the pro-capitalist collapse of what most
socialists had taken to be the living, though deformed and
unsatisfactory, exemplification of the possibility of an alterna-
tive to capitalism, the Stalinist states. However, in the longer
term, the collapse of Stalinism is a tremendous positive contri-
bution, by way of path-clearing, to the possibilities of socialist
renewal.

That is the basic perspective for working-class socialist
revival, and for the principle that it cannot come except
through a self-enlargement, self-transformation, and self-rede-
velopment of the mass labour movement.

We cannot foresee the tempos and details, but even the basic
perspective gives us some indicators for activity: an orienta-
tion to transforming the labour movement, based on the logic
of actual working-class concerns and struggles rather than on
any doctrinairism; a vigorous effort of self-education and self-
renewal.

Immediately, the emergence of a widespread if diffuse
“anti-capitalist” mood among youth is encouraging. It may
mark the end of the politically numbing effect on the left of
the collapse of Stalinism. The development of that mood by
way of looking forward from one blockade/demonstration at a
WTO, IMF or G8 meeting to another, hoped to be bigger and
better but of the same sort, at the next such meeting, has to
reach the end of its rope some time. It may even be that it has
done so already. But that does not mean that street action will
cease to happen, or to have importance; still less does it mean
that the mood will fade away. It can be given expression in a

dozen other ways, some of them more promising.
Effective activity in this milieu must be measured essential-

ly by success in drawing groups and individuals into a fruitful
contribution to the self-redevelopment of the labour move-
ment.

That success, in turn, depends somewhat on the strength of
the positive impulses to self-assertion from the rank and file of
the movement. The dissent over public services, privatisation
and the political funds at the trade union conferences in 2001,
and the good response to the “Unions Fightback” statement
and conference we initiated, are hopeful signs, though it is too
early to hail any “upturn”.

In any case, such things as the very rapid growth of a move-
ment against the US war in Afghanistan—whatever the politi-
cal failings of the leadership of that movement—show that
there are more than enough radical stirrings to give us room
for expanded activity. Before addressing practical priorities of
orientation, we should get an overview of the tasks of Marxist
renewal and of our own position.

The left in the light of the Afghanistan war
We argued for an internationalist working-class and democ-

ratic stance, which meant opposition to both the US-led war
(designed to secure revenge and to forestall a larger threat by
jihadi-fundamentalism to the security of world oil supplies)
and to the ultra-reactionaries of the Taliban and Al-Qaeda. We
said candidly, after the fall of Kabul, that the outcome of the
US-led war in Afghanistan was better than the old state of
affairs, with Taliban rule. But that calculation after the event
did not lead us to think that we should have been “optimistic”
on behalf of the US-led war in advance, or given it credit as a
way acceptable to us for achieving the desirable outcome of
overthrowing the Taliban.

Our Ukrainian comrades write: “We are clearly standing on
the positions that it’s necessary to oppose the international
political movement of Islamic fundamentalism as well as the
US/British war. The huge majority of the left organisations
here, recognising that Taliban is terrible, support it in different
forms, in particular ‘military support’ or ‘military united
front’. Nevertheless, we participated in a lot of anti-war
protests and distributed the materials with our positions. It’s
necessary to note that the largest anti-war rallies included
about ten to fifteen thousands of protesters, so we had quite
wide field for our propaganda”.

Our Australian comrades also argued the same views as the
AWL in Britain, and our comrade Hal in the USA provoked a
debate within the Solidarity by circulating some of our written
material from Britain.

In Britain our main opponent within the left has been the
SWP. They see the world as comprising two camps—the USA
(aka imperialism), with its insatiable drive to global domina-
tion, and the resistance. They see their job as championing the
resistance.

The argument is complicated by the SWP’s preoccupation
with immediate gate receipts, their approach of “the united
front without politics”, and their characteristic mealy-
mouthedness. Thus, their self-image and self-presentation was
often that of “best builders” of a broad anti-war movement,
unconcerned about any political detail; they would strive to
demur as little as possible from pure-and-simple pacifists or
supporters of the United Nations. Although refusing to con-
demn the 11 September attacks was a point of honour for
them, they gushed freely about how “horrible” the attacks
were, and never publicly argued against condemnation. In fact,
eventually, at the Stop the War Coalition conference, they qui-
etly conceded “condemnation”. They did not positively spell
out any slogans along the lines of “victory to the Taliban!”;
instead, they offered weaselling apologetics for the jihadi-fun-
damentalists (not the best tactics, but they have been “driven
to it” by “rage and despair” at the horrors of US policy; not the
best on women’s rights, but in forcing women into the burqa
and seclusion, the Taliban leaders were just trying to protect
them from the lusts of their young soldiers…)

The mealy-mouthedness and apologetics were the SWP’s
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speciality. Three political impulses have been, however, com-
mon ground between the SWP, all the British would-be
Marxist left bar us and the CPGB, and a large swathe of the
would-be Marxist left internationally.

1. Not to try to analyse jihadi-fundamentalism as something
new and distinctive, but to assimilate it to the 20th-century
common run of militant middle-class movements in the Third
World—unusually right-wing, maybe, but anti-imperialist in
an anti-colonial, liberatory sense.

2. Not to try to analyse what is new and distinctive in the
patterns of world economy and politics, but to assimilate them
to the old imperialism of colonial empires.

Scarcely any Marxist, if pushed, denies that the winning of
independence by the colonies happened, and was significant;
but many take the fact of continuing and increasing world
inequality (which is actually evidence for the world being cap-
italist, not for it being colonial-imperialist) as proving that the
changes are only superficial.

3. To seek an “anti-imperialist” camp to support in the way
that most of the left used to side with the Stalinist bloc against
the USA.

A straightforward version of the SWP’s basic viewpoint was
argued by the “Morenist” International Workers’ League
(LIT), a would-be Trotskyist current based mainly in Latin
America. They did not dispute that the Taliban were “semi-
fascist” or “barbarian”; but, polemicising against the Labour
Party of Pakistan, they wrote:

“You regard the Taliban as representing barbarism while
from our point of view, in this confrontation, the ‘barbarian’
Taliban represent progress precisely because they challenge
the imperialist barbarism. If imperialism wins this war, they
will feel free to colonise the world, that is to say, to attack
other nations in all the fields and so we will find ourselves
closer to barbarism”. Which made some sense—if… if the war
could be taken as exemplifying a world geared around a drive
by the richer countries to build colonial or semi-colonial
empires, and a drive by the poorer countries to escape.

The Labour Party of Pakistan, a group formerly connected
to the Militant/Socialist Party and now linked with the
Democratic Socialist Party in Australia and the Scottish
Socialist Party, took a position much more like ours than the
Morenists’ or the SWP.

The LPP—confronting the fundamentalists at first hand—
know that a victory for the jihadi-fundamentalists could not be
a victory for any sort of liberation. They know that the jihadi-
fundamentalist attack on the USA, and the USA’s war of retal-
iation, constituted something different from a colonial libera-
tion struggle even under extreme right-wing or feudalistic
leadership (as such liberation struggles sometimes have been).

“If the Taliban are victorious, it will strengthen the masses
in their fight against imperialism, LIT argue. They forgot just
one word in this sentence, it will not be the ‘masses’ but ‘reli-
gious fundamentalists’. We are told by the religious funda-
mentalists every day that they defeated the Soviets. And now
they can tell that they have defeated US imperialism? What
effect that will have on the masses in the Muslim countries
especially, LIT comrades have no clue.

“But what sort of victory for the Taliban are the LIT com-
rades telling us about? I can assume that they mean that US
imperialism is unable to arrest Osama, dead or alive, or the
Taliban remain in power for some more time. Is that they
mean by a victory for the Taliban? Or do they mean another
successful terrorist attack on one of the imperialist country
where thousands more will die? Is that a victory for the
Taliban?

“The so-called victory of the Taliban will only promote reli-
gious fanatics and not the revolutionary ideas…

“The Taliban regime and its supporters in Pakistan are com-
mitted to obliterating the left and the organisations of the
working class. It is our duty not to help them in this process.
Marxist principles never dictate political suicide! This makes
united front actions against the war with these forces problem-
atic to say the least. In any case, there is no Marxist ‘principle’

that says the enemy of my enemy is my friend or that dictates
seeking an alliance with reactionary opponents of imperial-
ism”.

The LPP calls the jihadi-fundamentalists “the new fascists”,
and has helped organise an independent anti-war movement in
Pakistan, opposed to both US militarism and the jihadi-funda-
mentalists.

“It is a war of revenge of prestige, of ego. It is about dis-
playing the military power of America and the West”, explains
LPP general secretary Farooq Tariq. But “we also have to
make it clear that the Taliban and al Qaeda are reactionary
movements which will annihilate socialist parties of the left,
trade unions and any progressive social forces.” The way the
issue panned out in Pakistani politics, according to the LPP,
was this: “

Some of the smaller alliances of the radical and Stalinist
parties are openly supporting the standpoint of the military
regime. ‘The United States must be supported to root out ter-
rorism,’ is the cry from these ex-left parties justifying their
support for the regime. These ‘left parties’ include the
National Workers Party and Communist Mazdoor Kissan
Party (Communist Workers Peasant Party). They have now
abandoned their anti-US sloganeering.

“The Muslim League of ex-Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif is
trailing behind the religious fundamentalists, half-heartedly
supporting the Taliban and opposing the military regime’s
support for Bush…

“The Labour Party Pakistan position is very close to the
position of ‘No to War; No to terrorism’… The LPP has to
oppose religious fundamentalism and the powers that were
harbouring it, mainly the military regime of Pakistan in gener-
al and the ISI (Inter Services Intelligence) in particular. Unlike
other trends it did not support the ‘lesser evil’ philosophy…”
The LPP’s has been an honourable and decent position. Its
chief defect is its failure to answer the Morenists’ (LIT) argu-
ments head-on.

“By opposing the imperialist war on Afghanistan”, wrote
the LPP, it had “taken the correct side in a struggle between
oppressor and oppressed nations”. The LPP favoured “a revo-
lutionary defeatist position in the countries that are waging
war against Afghanistan”, but that this “defeat” could be
achieved only by an anti-war movement in the USA and its
allies, not by the military action of the Taliban.

Only? Why not by the military action of the Taliban in addi-
tion to an anti-war movement? The LPP’s answer, effectively,
was that any positive support for the Taliban would make
building a sizeable working-class anti-war movement impossi-
ble. True enough, and decisive if the Marxist task is to estab-
lish working-class independence from US militarism rather
specifically to ensure its defeat. But if “defeat” must be our
prime concern, then why doesn’t the military action of the
Taliban weigh heavier in the political scales than fewer or
larger numbers of workers on demonstrations in New York, or
London, or Lahore?

If the issue were really one of “imperialism” and an
“oppressed nation”, then taking “the correct side” could not
just mean negatively opposing the USA, but also positively
siding with the Taliban (however critically).

Wouldn’t socialists who said they wanted the defeat of the
imperialist side, but only by the polite method of socialist anti-
war demonstrations, deserve to be branded as evasive and pla-
tonic?

The answer to these objections—an answer not drawn out
by the LPP—is that the LPP’s detailed arguments on the fun-
damentalists demonstrate that the Taliban/Al Qaeda war, from
11 September onwards, was not actually about vindicating the
rights of an oppressed nation, and the US war was not about
trying to build a new colonial empire (starting in Afghanistan,
of all places).

Other socialist groups from countries where the jihadi-fun-
damentalists are strong took positions similar to the LPP’s.
The Worker-communist Party of Iran and the Worker-commu-
nist Party of Iraq took their stand on the idea that US mili-
tarism on the one hand, and the Taliban and political Islam on
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the other, were the “two poles of terrorism” in the conflict, and
both must be opposed.

Their substantive conclusions were correct, despite some
sectarianism of tactics towards the anti-war movement. Their
form of argument begged the questions raised by the LIT and
sidestepped by the LPP. An authentic national liberation
movement may well be “terrorist” in its methods, according to
the conventional mass-media usage of the word “terrorism” or
even according to the Marxist usage. Should we then refuse to
support that national liberation movement against an imperial-
ist oppressor?

The WCPI/I declare themselves in favour of the right of
nations to self-determination. In one comment they described
the issue as the “modern reaction” of US militarism against the
“Stone Age reaction” of the Taliban—a description hardly
considered and precise but possibly a tad nearer to a class
social/political assessment than “terrorism vs terrorism”. They
did not offer any clear class analysis of “political Islam”, limit-
ing themselves to the proposition that “political Islam” is ter-
rorist and reactionary and the assertion, a quarter-truth at best,
that it was “created by the West” as a counterweight to the
Left in the Muslim world but has now spiralled out of control.

The WCPI/I generally made their denunciations of “US mil-
itarism” rather than “imperialism”. When, occasionally, they
used the word “imperialism”, they gave it no special weight
that would not attach to, say, “militarism”.

After the fall of Kabul their calls for a democratic and secu-
lar Afghanistan could only be distinguished from calls on the
US and its allies to impose democracy and secularism by the
assumption—which they did not make explicitly, and which in
any case is sadly improbable—that there is a potent mass
movement of the Afghan peoples for a democratic and secular
outcome.

They expressed disdain for “the familiar 1970s religious-
nationalist and Third World-ist ‘anti-imperialism’,” and “the
inverted colonialist mentality of the Western marginal left,
which in all its life has been nothing but a pressure group
without any distinctive perspective. On one side we have the
Western left intellectuals who feel guilty about the past colo-
nial history of the West and are apologetic to the ‘third world’
as such. The issue in their system of thought is not the plight
of the people living in this ‘world’, but a preoccupation with
self-serving concepts about people in the West and the rest of
the world. To them, the rest of the world, the ‘third world’, is a
given entity”.

Workers’ Left Unity Iran, less active on the war, have nev-
ertheless given more attention to understanding the nature of
Islamic fundamentalism and the changes in world economy
and politics. They analysed jihadi-fundamentalism in the same
sort of terms as we did. An interview on their website with
Moshe Machover takes up the proposition that “old-style
imperialism doesn’t exist anymore”.

“Q: But what about the American control of the Middle
Eastern oil, the fact that the United States is the biggest mili-
tary power on earth and so on?

“A: Undoubtedly, undoubtedly. But what I’m saying is not
that there is no domination of the big capitalist powers over
the whole world. This is growing in fact. But it has taken com-
pletely different forms.

“If you read Lenin’s Imperialism, from there you will not
have any idea that there is going to be a process of what we
call de-colonisation, although he speaks about some variant
forms… The typical form of control was direct political and
military presence of the big capitalist metropolitan powers in
the colonies. This is no longer the case.

“This imperialism that existed until some time after the
Second World War, no longer exists. This old imperialism was
really not, as Lenin thought, the highest stage of capitalism…

“Capitalism has other ways of domination : by means of
impersonal blind market forces. This is the fantastic thing
about capitalism, fantastic. I’m saying fantastic in the double
meaning. Amazing thing about capitalism that both within
each economy and also on the global scale, it manages to con-
trol and exploit economically individual human beings and

whole nations sometimes without, usually without direct use
of ‘physical’ force. That is done through market-forces.

“This is now how it is done. It is true that United States-
based companies exploit and dominate the oil in many parts of
the world. But they don’t do it as Britain did in the old days in
Iraq, by having a physical presence.

“Iraq was really only semi-independent even after the
Portsmouth treaty of 1936. It was controlled by Britain.

“Now… everything is done through the ‘free’ play of mar-
ket-forces, through the ‘freedom’ of the capitalist market. It
works in a more efficient way. Occasionally when the need
arises, when things begin to destabilise, the bigger powers
intervene directly as we have seen in various parts of the
world…

“It is mistaken to think, for example, that the intervention in
Yugoslavia was in order to make Yugoslavia or part of
Yugoslavia a colony in the old sense. This is nonsense. It was
to prevent destabilisation of the world order in which, when it
is functioning normally, as it were, the metropolitan countries
manage to exploit vast territories by objective forces that do
not require the use of actual physical force or political pres-
ence”.

The WCPI/I’s disdainful comments on “the inverted colo-
nialist mentality of the Western marginal left” were all too apt,
however.

If the SWP was the most crass exponent of the politics of
rallying to the “anti-imperialist” (=anti-USA) camp come what
may, and the Morenist LIT was the most forthright and clear-
est about it, nevertheless, in Britain and internationally, most
groupings gravitated to those politics with one degree or
another of qualification and demur.

The Democratic Socialist Party and the Scottish Socialist
Party were pulled towards a better position by their links with
the LPP, though the LPP stance left them still in the grip of the
idea that their “main task” had to be to oppose the USA and
other comment was secondary.

The best exceptions were Solidarity in the USA, the LCR in
France, and “News and Letters”.

Solidarity responded to the 11 September attacks thus: “The
September 11 attacks are a world-class crime against humani-
ty. We condemn without reservation these acts and those who
perpetrated them, whoever they may turn out to be. The thou-
sands of working people incinerated in the World Trade
Centre are innocent of the crimes of imperialism, just as were
the hundreds of African civilians killed in the streets of
Tanzania and Kenya in the 1998 bombings of the US
embassies there.

“As well as a slaughter of innocent people, these attacks are
a severe blow against struggles for social justice from the
Palestinian struggle for self-determination to the mobilisations
against the institutions of global capitalism.

“We must also condemn acts of terror when these are perpe-
trated by our own government”.

In their magazine Against The Current, David Finkel further
spelled out the case for a stance based on independent work-
ing-class politics, rather than rallying to the anti-US “camp”:

“We confront two questions: not only how we oppose the
imperialist military operation, but also the question on the
minds of the US population, ‘how can we fight terrorism?’

“The latter question must be addressed, not only because it
is on the minds of ordinary people who must be won over to
an antiwar perspective, but also because it is a very real ques-
tion!

“The struggle against totalitarian-religious fanaticism and
the high-tech smart-bomb free-market-über-alles terrorism of
imperialism are, in real life, the very same struggle”.

News and Letters is a strange group—a descendant of the
state-capitalist faction in the Workers’ Party in the 1940s,
much of its energy is given to pious exaltation of the oracular
insight and Hegelian profundity of its now-deceased founder,
Raya Dunayevskaya. Yet what it wrote about Afghanistan was
good:

“To try to rationalise the Sept 11 attacks as an ‘understand-
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able’ reaction to US foreign policy skips over the fact that
some forces opposed to the US are just as regressive, if not
even more so, than US imperialism itself…

“Narrow opposition to US imperialism has for far too long
disoriented would-be revolutionaries. It has led them into
opportunism and realpolitik, distancing them from the aspira-
tions of the masses of human beings for genuine liberation. In
recent years, such attitudes have caused a section of the Left to
betray the Bosnian and Kosovar people, and tacitly to give
support to Milosevic’s genocide.

“The lesser-evilism which underlay much of the Left’s
silence on Bosnia, and its refusal to support the movement for
national self-determination in Kosova, has only succeeded in
strengthening the power of US imperialism…

“This moment can prove to be an opening for revolutionar-
ies if we can transcend the kind of narrow either/or that has
been offered by Bush and bin Laden. The outpouring of soli-
darity with Afghan women seen in the recent tour of the US by
RAWA representatives was a beginning. This will have to
continue and become much more profound…

“Unlike 1979, when the Iranian women’s struggle was sac-
rificed to Khomeini’s counter-revolutionary anti-imperialism,
serious revolutionaries in the West need to take this opportuni-
ty to build new ties with those Third World revolutionaries
who are face to face with the fundamentalist threat”.

The LCR’s central committee resolution after 11 September
declared that: “The LCR unreservedly condemns the attacks of
11 September, which were deliberately aimed to claim the
greatest possible number of victims in a civilian population. In
this context it denounces the international networks who
fomented these monstrous acts, networks whose actions and
plans for society run counter to the struggle for the emancipa-
tion of humanity.

“At the same time it denounces the policy of the American
administration and the other imperialist powers, a policy com-
prised of aggressions, of globalisation of injustice, and of
widening the inequalities between North and South. It fights
against their drive to put in place a ‘Holy Alliance against ter-
rorism’ which will use state terrorism against the peoples…”
François Ollivier, in Rouge, was clear about the jihadi-funda-
mentalists.

“Internationalism remains our compass! Internationalism,
and solidarity with the American people facing the horror,
with its thousands of New Yorkers, black, white, Asian,
Chicano, massacred by blind terror. This terror is not a distort-
ed form of anti-imperialism. It in no way represents the inter-
ests of the dispossessed masses whose name it cynically
claims”.

Following these lines, the LCR’s paper Rougehad front
pages along the lines of “No to war, no to fundamentalist ter-
rorism”.

Inside the LCR, however, there were many who argued for a
more conventional “anti-imperialist camp” policy. Vocal
among them, sadly, were the comrades from VdT whom we
have discussed and worked with over the last four years or so.
As is the norm in the LCR, the debate was expressed publicly
in the LCR press.

Laurent Carasso and Marc Dormoy wrote a discussion arti-
cle entitled “New world order, new colonial order”, arguing
that the main significance of the war was that it had “allowed
the USA to launch a general offensive with the aim of reach-
ing a new stage in the consolidation, commenced through the
Gulf and Kosova wars, of their leadership on the world scale”.

Galia, an ex-VdT comrade, wrote that: “With 11 September,
the world has indeed lurched into a new phase of its history”.
New? Her argument seemed rather to be that things are as they
were in the old era of colonial empires—only more so.

“After adorning itself with ideas of democracy and liberty
against the USSR and, today, against terrorism, imperial-
ism”—the same nebulous megalomaniac as ever, a spirit
which exists over and above particular classes, states, and his-
torical periods, but expresses itself through them—“adopts the
face of an aggressive militarism”.

“The current intervention in Afghanistan follows in the con-
tinuity of the policy of the imperialist powers, determined by
the drive to ensure their control over the energy resources of
the planet”. Why then the USA did not go to war against the
worldwide nationalisations of local oil resources, and enforced
raising of oil prices, in the 1960s and 1970s, but instead
launches war now, in a period when the oil producers’ global
competitive position is much weaker and in a country with no
oil at all, Galia does not explain. She continues:

“It is in order to control the immense oil and gas resources
of the Caspian Sea that, under cover of humanitarianism, that
there is being prepared, under the aegis of American imperial-
ism, via that of the UN, the armed occupation of Afghanistan
and the installation of military bases in Central Asia… It is
unthinkable for American imperialism to leave free scope to
Russia, China or Europe in this region of the world…” Look at
a map, and you will see that the Caspian Sea is almost 1,000
miles distant from Kabul (but only about 250 miles from the
USA’s longstanding ally Turkey).

The theory that the war has been all about oil and gas
pipelines is contrived “economic determinism” in place of
Marxism. According to Ahmed Rashid, author of the best
study of the Taliban and the manoeuvres during the 1990s
over oil, gas and pipelines in the region, it is more likely
(though not certain) that one of the USA’s concessions to
Russia in order to get its support in the war has been a final
renunciation of any pipeline plans conflicting with Russian
wishes. In any case, why would Russia and the European
Union support the US war in Afghanistan if it is primarily
directed against themselves? How would an “armed occupa-
tion” of Afghanistan led by European troops keep the area an
American preserve to exclude Europe?

Lutte Ouvrière is a tendency with much to its credit.
Nevertheless, its rigid insistence on seeing the world through
exactly the same categories as 1940 Trotskyism, and rejecting
all intellectual innovation as “petty bourgeois dilettantism”,
has been costly.

Its first headline after 11 September effectively told “the
USA” collectively that the attacks were its “fault”: “You can-
not sustain wars all over the world without them catching up
with you one day”.

It followed up by writing about: “The twisted manoeuvres
of imperialism to consolidate its hold on the planet”.

The method of attributing events to the designs of a super-
human force, “imperialism”—of which the US government,
the British government, the French government, various multi-
nationals and banks, now and at other times in history, are
only so many profane manifestations—recalls a polemic by
Marx and Engels against idealism.

“The ordinary man”, wrote Marx and Engels, “does not
think he is saying anything extraordinary when he states that
there are apples and pears. But if the philosopher expresses
those existences in the speculative way he says something
extraordinary. He works a wonder by producing the real natur-
al being, the apple, the pear, etc., out of the unreal being of
reason ‘Fruit’… He declare[s] apples, pears, almonds, etc., to
be mere forms of existence, modi, of ‘Fruit’…”

Lutte Ouvrière continues: “The state terrorism of imperial-
ism and, behind it, the avidity of the big corporations, bring
catastrophes one after another. By continuing in its period of
decay, imperialism generates intolerable and ever more dan-
gerous dramas for the future of humanity”.

Such dissolution of specifics into great generalities spanning
decades disables concrete political response.

The Lutte Ouvrière minority faction—again, a tendency
deserving great respect on many questions—did no better.

“It goes without saying that the [US-led] military expedition
aims neither to impose a somewhat less dictatorial and reac-
tionary regime in Afghanistan, nor even to eradicate terrorism.
The American intervention has the aim of showing the whole
planet, peoples, governments, and ruling classes, who is mas-
ter”. (Here we find an echo of the idea that the US war was
really directed not against the Taliban, or Al Qaeda, or the
peoples of Afghanistan—but against the world’s other more
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powerful ruling classes, in Europe, Japan or Russia. In which
case, why should we be concerned to boost, uphold, or defend
the second-rank big powers against the superpower?).

“After the snub it suffered in the eyes of the whole world
with the attacks of 11 September, it was necessary to remind
the world that no-one can hurt the United States, above all at
home, without someone paying for it much more dearly,
whether they be guilty or innocent, in the Americas or on the
other side of the world”. This might be just an overdone
reminder of the motive of revenge in the war—except for the
concluding sentence coming straight after.”

The best that we can thus hope for in the interest of the
oppressed people of the whole world would be a defeat of
imperialism”. In other words, side with the Taliban because
“imperialism” (aka the USA) is the “main” enemy.

Marxist renewal
The left is still blighted by Stalinism. A vision of politics in

terms of world power blocs or “camps” in place of an indepen-
dent working-class axis; the “structuralist” methodological
freeze; the “Apparatus Marxist” concept that the best “line” is
whatever can be derived by manipulation of the given suppos-
edly-Marxist categories and seems most organisationally
advantageous; the sect regimes and mentalities which go with
it—all these derive from Stalinism.

Potentially, the collapse of 1989-91 widens the openings for
ending the Stalinist blight. So far, however, groups and indi-
viduals have mostly responded either by collapsing towards
bourgeois liberalism or by shelving Stalinism as an obsolete
question.

Our tradition, the Trotskyist tradition, shipped a lot of
Stalinistic water in its passage through rough seas. The
stretched-to-the-limit tensions in Trotsky’s last perspectives;
their provisional nature, the fact that any conversion of them
into stable assessments for a radically longer time-scale
destroyed their logic; the way that “Trotsky” was passed on to
later generations, before the main body of his writings became
available in the 1970s, in a version doctored, notably by Isaac
Deutscher, to fit the sensibilities of the more liberal and criti-
cal segment of official “Communism”—all had an effect.

So did sheer volume. On any significant issue an ostensibly
“Marxist” view or range of views would be in circulation from
the Stalinist movements and their fringes, and could often
claim academic repute. The small Trotskyist groups, poor in
resources, had scarcely any option but to take much of this
“Marxism” on trust, “correcting” it only when obvious.

The intellectual, theoretical and polemical renewal of
Marxism is essential also for a renewal in the relations
between organised Marxists and the broad labour movement.
Without renewal, Marxists filter their communications with
the labour movement around them through a private jargon
(“anti-imperialism”, “defeatism”, etc.) Outside the jargon, and
the emotional charge attached to its terminology (often by
association rather than by logic—take the example of the term
“defeatism”, discussed by Hal Draper in WL 2/1), their argu-
ments can make no sense except as an emotional reaction.

With a concept of Marxism as a revelation supplied by a pri-
vate jargon of fixed categories of thought, the groups cannot
develop in their members the habits of dialogue and open
debate which they need in order to deal with the labour move-
ment around them.

External sectarianism goes hand in hand with internal dog-
matism—especially with the sort of low-grade dogmatism
widespread today. Some “dogmatism” towards the core ideas
which we can learn from the writings of Marx, Engels, Lenin,
Luxemburg, Trotsky, and so on is in order for anyone with a
realistic view of their own limits; “dogmatism” towards a gar-
bled pastiche of ideas from those sources is another matter.

The small trade union turnout for the big anti-war demon-
strations in October and November gives an example. The rea-
son, on all evidence, was not that pro-war fever had gripped
the trade union ranks. It was that most of the left had given no
priority to the task of convincing trade unionists, and scarcely

had the intellectual means to try.
At first sight the SWP, with its longstanding repudiation of

the Stalinist USSR as state-capitalist, should be an exception
to the rule of extensive Stalinist storm-damage in the
Trotskyist movement. It is not. In fact, today it is one of the
most crass exponents of the world-power-bloc, “camp”
approach, originated by Stalinism, in place of independent
working-class politics. The reasons for this paradox are two.

One: Cliff, like Healy and Lambert, emerged prominent
from the late-1940s crisis of the Trotskyist movement not
essentially as a theoretician but as an “operator”—someone
who would stand out in a period of general perplexity because
he could and would improvise and push practical schemes and
tactics without theoretical qualms while others were stuck in
self-interrogation. Improvisation—the primacy of which Cliff
himself self-indulgently, in his 1970s multi-volume biography
of Lenin, claims to be the hallmark of “Leninist” politics—has
always been the guiding principle.

Cliff’s group always had—and still vestigially has—a thick-
er decorative coating of academic or quasi-academic writers.
But decorative was all it was.

Cliff’s “state-capitalist” theory of the USSR was never
developed, or subjected to any process of drawing out implica-
tions. It was popularised, adapted, and blanded-down, but that
is all. The Cliff group never had a hard-edged “Third Camp”
line.

Two: Cliff’s state-capitalist thesis saved him from the flat
collapse of the other theorists of the 1940s British Trotskyist
movement, notably Ted Grant, into axiomatic equation of all
nationalised economies with workers’ states, and thus from the
view that some autonomous movement of the productive
forces was pushing history willy-nilly towards the creation of
more and more workers’ states, highly “deformed” but
nonetheless the lawful next stage of progress. It might seem
obvious that it would also give him much more critical dis-
tance from the USSR than any of the “orthodox” Trotskyists
had. But it did not.

The picture which Cliff’s 1948 book paints of the USSR—a
system at the very highest point of capitalism’s evolution, free
of systematic tendencies to crisis of overproduction, and with
a much faster development of the forces of production than the
West—is, despite the “state capitalist” label, more “apprecia-
tive” of the USSR than were the mainstream “orthodox”
Trotskyists of the time, who regarded Grant’s views with con-
tempt and saw the USSR as a system where the bureaucracy
had smothered and cancelled out very nearly all the progress
due to the nationalised property.

IN the mid 1960s, Perry Anderson and others around New Left
Review—a magazine still influential now, and very influential
in the late 1960s and early 1970s, when some of its editors
were linked to the IMG, forerunner of the ISG/Socialist
Outlook—famously announced themselves as setting out to
bring Marxist theory at last to Britain. They would bring light
into the country’s “dense web of archaic superstructure” and
thick fog of “empiricism”! E P Thompson commented sardon-
ically: “We hold our breath in suspense as the first Marxist
landfall is made upon this uncharted Northland… Pulling their
snowcaps over their ears, they disembark and struggle
onwards to bring the intense rational consciousness of their
cutting instruments to the ‘traditional intelligentsia once
buried entirely in the tribal rites of Oxford or literary London’.
There is a sense of rising suspense as they—the First White
Marxists—approach the astonished aborigines”.

In fact Anderson and his comrades did not pretend that the
new Marxism they brought was all the creation of their own
minds, starting from no other source than their own superior
readings of the classic Marxist texts. They saw themselves as
bringing a better Marxist culture to Britain from other coun-
tries, notably France (Althusser and others) and Italy.

There are and have been, however, projects of “renewing
Marxism” even more pretentious than Anderson’s. There are
and have been those who promise to renew Marxist theory
from scratch—starting from a clean slate—bringing us a high-
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er culture from no more remote continent than their own
heads.

They present themselves as rising above the “sectarian
squabbling” involved in attempts such as ours to renew
Marxism by starting from within, in polemic with, and in
development from a definite tradition, in our case the
Trotskyist tradition. They claim to be more positive, more for-
ward-looking.

The two recent examples on the British left are the original
Revolutionary Communist Group, in 1975, and the CPGB
today. Maybe the Worker-communist Party of Iran is in the
same mould.

The RCG originated in a “Right Opposition”- expelled from
the SWP in 1973—its politics indefinite, but closer to the old
Militant Tendency (pre-Socialist-Party) than anything else.
For two years they operated only as a discussion circle. Then
they decided to launch a public and active organisation. They
presented themselves as very “theoretical”—the first issue of
their journal proclaimed itself with a picture of a pile of vol-
umes of Marx’s writings on the cover—and out to create a
new Marxism by heavy studies which would skip all the crap
in between and tell us about capitalism today through studies
based directly on Marx’s original thought.

That appeal, however farcical it seems in hindsight, won
them a fair number of talented people. The RCG’s day-to-day
politics, however, developed very “untheoretically”, by ratio-
nalisation and generalisation of gambits proposed by some of
their members who were less concerned about the theory but
had an eye for practical schemes.

The entire evolution has too many twists and turns to go
into. Enough to say that within ten years the original RCG had
transmuted into two groups, one (the present RCG) flatly
Castroite-Stalinist, the other (RCP) so sectarian that its politics
might have been deliberately designed in order to discredit
Marxism within the left.

The CPGB does avow a tradition, that of the Communist
Parties from 1919 to 1991. Or rather it seems to. Actually it
does not deny that from the early 1930s, at latest, the British
Communist Party’s politics were utterly corrupt. Its is a tradi-
tion only in a Buddhist cycle-of-reincarnation sense: the
CPGB dies in its earthly form around 1930, and then its physi-
cal body rots, while its spirit goes through other spheres in
order to be reincarnated sixty years later in the CPGB of
today. And, lacking a hierarchy of monks to certify authentici-
ty, we only have the CPGB’s word for it that it is in fact the
real Dalai Lama.

As with the RCG, the actual politics accumulated by the
CPGB are what they have picked up from their surround-
ings—fortunately, a good deal of it from us. (The “anti-
economism” and monarchy-fetishism, apparently, from the
RDG).

As John Maynard Keynes aptly put it: “Practical men, who
believe themselves to be quite exempt from any intellectual
influences, are usually the slaves of some defunct economist.
Madmen in authority, who hear voices in the air, are still dis-
tilling their frenzy from some academic scribbler of a few
years past”.

That cannot be our approach. We must be polemicists.
Virtually all the major writings of Marx, Engels, Lenin,
Luxemburg and Trotsky instructive to us today were polemics,
or (like the Communist Manifesto, Capital and Revolution
Betrayed) positive expositions based on a large volume of pre-
vious polemic. If they had to proceed that way, by step-by-step
critical elucidation within and out of a previous tradition, why
should we think that we can do it all much more easily and
directly?

In almost all fields of intellectual effort this rule of develop-
ment-by-criticism holds. In philosophy, for example—the
writings of the great German philosopher Hegel, which formed
one of the intellectual jumping-off points for Marx and Engels,
took the form of a prolonged critical-polemical tussle with ear-
lier philosophers, notably Kant. “In this work”, wrote Hegel in
his Science of Logic, “I frequently refer to the Kantian philoso-
phy (which to many may seem superfluous) because whatever

may be said… about the precise character of this philosophy…
it constitutes the base and the starting-point of recent German
philosophy…”

A later notable philosopher offers a perhaps unique excep-
tion to the rule. Ludwig Wittgenstein, the major influence on
modern academic philosophy in the English-speaking world,
wrote his decisive works without any reference to earlier
philosophers. If we have a social-scientific Wittgenstein in our
ranks, we should certainly give them room to develop their
work. But Wittgensteins are not too common.

Development-by-criticism does not mean, of course, that we
should allow our intellectual concerns and focus to be deter-
mined exclusively and negatively by those we polemicise
against in the activist left. There are issues vital to the renewal
of the Marxist left which the activist left neglects. The analysis
of Stalinism is one of them, the analysis of contemporary
world capitalism another! On those and others we must engage
polemically also with the academic Marxist left.

But polemic remains, as James P Cannon put it, “the mark
of a revolutionary party”. Even if we could develop all our
political ideas more directly and easily, without the trouble of
critical engagement with our tradition and milieu, we would
still have to explain those ideas to the people around us who
are influenced by that tradition and milieu, and we could not
do that without polemic.

What about those uninfluenced by that tradition and milieu?
In the first place they are less numerous than they seem. In the
labour movement, as in the world of bourgeois politics which
Keynes was writing about, the “practical men and women,
who believe themselves to be quite exempt from all intellectu-
al influences” are very often still the ideological “slaves” of
whatever grouping first introduced them to socialist politics
(or sometimes slaves-in-rebellion, forming their ideas by
reflex negation of that grouping, as with the many who reject a
“party” because to them “party” means what in their first fresh
days the SWP or the WRP told them it was).

In the second place, even when we come across young peo-
ple new to it all, we have to equip them to deal with the left
and the labour movement as they are. And that includes edu-
cating them in polemic—polemic which is as well-written (or
spoken) and accessible as possible, as thorough as necessary.

We should not ignore the academic Marxist left. For exam-
ple, we want to talk to students interested in demonstrations
about fees or in NUS elections, and to students interested in
protests against Nike—but also to students who are interested
in studying Capital, or reading modern Marxist writers, and
who maybe are not sure what they want to do in practical poli-
tics yet, outside attending occasional demonstrations.

The dislocations and setbacks of the last twenty years have
produced not only an unprecedented pulling-apart of the
activist left into mutually-uncommunicative islands (with a
few welcome but low-traffic bridges now built by the Socialist
Alliance), but also an unprecedented width of seaway between
the “intellectual” or academic Marxist left and the activist left
(and, arguably, also, more blue water than ever before between
the activist Marxist left and militant trade-unionist milieus).

Strategically, we aim to overcome this fragmentation by
building a multi-faceted, intellectually-alive, open and democ-
ratic revolutionary party. Our starting point, morally and prac-
tically, is definitely within the activist-left archipelago rather
than the others.

And we have things to learn from those academic Marxists.
Amid a vast volume of dross there is much of value. As Marx
put it, ignorance never did anybody any good. The foremost
leader of the Italian Communist Party in its revolutionary days
put it even more sharply: “I think it is better if a peasant joins
the socialist movement than if a university professor does. But
only if the peasant tries to acquire the university professor’s
experience and breadth of outlook, so that his [or her]
choice—and the sacrifices it entails—will not be sterile”.
(Antonio Gramsci)

The change in format of the magazine (smaller page size
and square-bound) in order to make it less ephemeral and
more suited to longer articles is not a turn inwards. It is an
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adaptation to gear us better to the task of seeking out serious
readers and providing them with solid food to chew on.

That is not our only task, by a long way. Without the sort of
work which is organised around workplace bulletins, occa-
sional leaflets, a regular newspaper suitable for selling on the
streets and door-to-door, and so on, our political lifeblood
would fade into a pale, watery trickle. But the theoretical-
polemical task is a vital part of the whole.

Appendix: report posted on our website
www.workersliberty.org

“Short report of AWL conference” 

THE Alliance for Workers’ Liberty held its conference in
London on 23-24 February. The pre-conference discussion had
included nearly 200 contributions from AWL members to our
email discussion list, eight printed bulletins totalling 112
pages between them, and pre-conference meetings in different
regions (Scotland, the North, the Midlands, London,
Southampton) and branches. At the weekend we came together
to draw the conclusions, debate out remaining differences, and
plan the main political lines of our activity for the coming
year.

After an introductory discussion on the shifts in the world
economy—from the imperialism which had the world divided
into great rival colonial empires to the “imperialism of free
trade”—we moved to a discussion on the recent war in
Afghanistan. A very large majority supported the position we
took during the war—opposing both US militarism and the
Taliban/Al Qaeda—which was proposed by Clive B. Tom R
proposed the contrary view that the US-led war had been a
“just war”, requiring “critical support”.

There was an unanimous vote to move forward with our
work in the “No Sweat” campaign, as proposed by Mark O.
This campaign, active against sweatshop labour both in Britain
and internationally, “can unite trade unionists with single issue
campaigners from the colleges and semi-anarchist anti-capital-
ist youth”. AWL activity in the campaign “will provide a sub-
stantial basis for the creation of a viable AWL youth group”.

Conference also voted to continue publication of the AWL’s
youth paper Bolshy, and to remit to the incoming National
Committee discussions about policy on child labour and the
detailed political demands to be promoted in “No Sweat”.

Alan M’s report on the labour movement argued that there
is not yet a “general revival of the movement”, but there are
currently bigger openings than for some time. We mapped out
ideas for continuing the “Unions Fightback” campaign and for
the industrial disputes now under way. On trade-union politi-
cal funds—the subject of a big Socialist Alliance conference
coming up on 16 March, and probably of large debates in the
union conferences this summer—the conference document
argued that “we frame things as a positive fight for working-
class representation—not a negative reaction to New Labour”.
The conference supported a proposal from Tom R for a cam-
paign to get unions to use their political funds to organise ref-
erendums on public services, linked with mass canvassing and
demonstrations. A successful amendment moved by MarkS
discussed ways of revitalising rank and file workplace organi-
sation.

Jill M, moving the resolution on student activity, explained
that she was not just reporting on the past year’s work, and
proposing a continuation of business as usual, but arguing for
a change of tack. Our student comrades had become increas-
ingly absorbed in narrow NUS/student union spheres of activi-
ty; we should not abandon NUS work, but we should do it dif-
ferently, and focus ourselves around making “our presence in
every college a political centre for mobilising and educating
students”. This proposal was carried by a large majority.

Pete R moved the proposals on the Socialist Alliance, which
spelled out our main axes as “a working-class and labour
movement orientation for the SA… independent working-class
representation… Local SAs to root themselves in long-term,
serious work… A real political life in the SA…” We agreed
that we would continue to vote Labour where no credible inde-
pendent working-class left candidates were available, but that
we should be active in the Socialist Alliance’s campaigns for
the May 2001 local government elections.

Paul H moved a proposal to expand our international work,
and Alan B made a special appeal for support for the
Ukrainian Workers’ Tendency, in the first place for their
efforts to get Marxist literature translated into Ukrainian.
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In the final session, Mark S moved a detailed resolution on
“Renewing ourselves to renew the movement”. This resolution
soberly assessed both our strengths and weaknesses, and
spelled out proposals for a revitalisation of AWL branch life,
throwing off the accumulated inertia of years in a British
labour movement which has been at a low ebb.

The conference elected our new National Committee, which
will hold its first meeting on Sunday 24 March.

A full report of the conference will be compiled and posted
on the AWL website.

Representatives from the Communist Party of Great Britain
(Weekly Worker) and the ex-VdT grouping in the Ligue
Communiste Révolutionnaire (France) attended and spoke at
the conference, and written greetings were sent by the
Ukrainian Workers’ Tendency, Workers’ Liberty Australia,
Lalit (Mauritius), and Liaisons (France).

At the end of Saturday afternoon, time was given over to
fraction meetings of AWL members in different industries or
unions—rail, communication workers, UNISON, civil service,
further education, TGWU, NUJ—and of AWL student mem-
bers. Fringe meetings were held on the Saturday evening to
discuss the AWL website, and other websites the AWL is
involved with, and to hear a report from a comrade who has
recently spent time in Russia.

The new AWL National Committee is: Kate A, John B,
Janine B, Clive B, Alison B, Jim D, Mick D, Paul H, Caroline
H, Chris H, Jean L, Sean M, Alan M, Jill M, Patrick M, Cathy
N, Mark O, Pete R, Tom R, Bruce R, Mark S, Martin T and A
N Other. (23 members).

Disputes committee: Hannah W, Vicki M, Patrick Y.
Standing Orders Committee for next conference: Nik B,

Helen R, Tony B.
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